
There was no direct evidence that the i-sistencies in the application of work rules 
affected the safety or quality of work (Issue 70205). There was strong evidence that the 
iouteacies negatively affected morale which, in turn, probably reduced worker 
effiwMq. There was also evidence that work rules were enforced inconsistently between 
crafts, shift crews, and individuals (Issue 70203).  

One isue on work rule content was substantiated and one was not. That work rules were 
unclear and ill-defined (Issue 70210) was not substantiated That some work rules were 
ineffctive and restricted work (June 70210) was substantiated 

A review of the Division of Nucler Construction's work rules showed that they dclearly 
defined the disciplinary actions required for violations. However, the overall effect of some 
work rules was questionable, and possibly even counter productive, because managers and 
employees sometimes had significantly different perceptions about what specific work rules 
were intended to accomplish.  

For example, there was a work rule requiring suspension of two weeks for a first violation of 
quality procedures. This rule was developed by management to ensure that employees 
recognized the importance of quality procedures. However, according to several concerned 
employees, it had almost the opposite effect. An employee who damaged a piece of 
quality-related equipment while performing his job had a strong reason for not reporting it 
if he thought he would automatically receive a two week suspension.  

The findings of this report verified the existence of differing and often inconsistent 
application of work rules between and within the various Office of Nuclear Power 
organiations. The large number of concerns (235) shows that these differences caused 
significant employee discontent.  

The inconsistencies were caused by poor coordination between and within Office of Nuclear 
Power organizations. Although personnel from the operations and the construction work 
forces often worked side by side, little was done to standardize their work rules. The 
problems caused by poor coordination were sometimes compounded by the poor 
communication skills of many supervisors. Where valid reasons for different rules existed, 
employees were not always informed of these reasons.  

Several corrective actions have been completed or initiated which should resolve the work 
rule issues. On the larger scale, the reorganization of the Office of Nuclear Power, the 
ongoing upgrade of managerial skills, and the implementation of the Nuclear Procedures 
System should all combine to increase standardization and eliminate poor organizational 
coordination.  

More specifically, a task group representing all Office of Nuclear Power organizations will 
review and, where necessary, clarify the full range of work rules now in effect. The ability of 
supervisors and first line managers to listen to and communicate with employees is being 
upgraded as a part of the new mandatory supervisory training course in the Division of



Nudclear Construction. Additional opportunities are being provided for employees to ask 
question and receive answers. One such avenue is the Employee Involvement Meeting 
program implemented by the Division of Nudear Construction.  

The isues in this subcategory questioned manaement decision affecting the normal work 
schedules of employees. Ninacteen concerns raised eight issues. Three issues questioned 
changes in the shift an employee worked. Another four issues dealt with the length or the 
starting times of shifts. A single issue questioned the fairness of work assinments 

To evaluate these issues a docmnent review was conducted to determine the labor 
agreements and TVA policies that applied. Over 40 interviews were conducted with 
corporate managers, line supervisors, and line personnel to determine if managers and 
supervisor were acting in accordance with the established procedures and guidelines.  

One issue was substantiated: that several workers were transferred to third shift for what 
they were told was to be a four to six week period (Issue 70302), but which turned into ten 
months.  

The following seven issues could not be substantiated: 

* That employees' shifts were changed at the last moment without sufficient notice or 
consultation. (Issue 70301) 

* That an individual was transferred to the third shift as punishment for a faulty 
bellows installation (Issue 70303) 

* That management did not consider employee preferences on length of shifts. (Issue 
70304) 

* That management forced employees to work long shifts (12 and 16 hours) for 
extended periods without a day off. (Issue 70305) 

* That changes in starting and ending times of shifts caused unnecessary disruptions in 
routine and thereby damaged employee morale. (Issue 70306) 

* That Division of Nuclear Construction management ignored petitions that third shift 
begin on Sunday instead of Monday. (Iszue 70307) 

* That management pushed production schedules that were impossible for the third 
shift to meet because of unfair work assignments. (Issue 70308)



The evaluations found that management did not routinely change scheduled shift 
amignments without consultation or consideration of employee preferences. Employee 
preferences were considered when determining shift starting times or the length of shifts 
and when awining employees to work extended shifts. No indications were found that 
transfers to third shift were made a punitive action, nor was the distribution of work 
asignments among shifts found to be unfair.  

The fact that only 19 concerns out of the 2322 concerns within the Management and 
Personnel Category raised questions about work schedules indicates that Office of Nuclear 
Power employees did not find Office of Nuclear Power's work schedule policies or work 
schedul ipeean to be a major source of inefficiency or injustice. It is likely that 
most of the work schedule issues were caused by ineffective explanations of schedule 
procedure by managers and supervisors. Therefore, better communications skills on the 
part of supervisors could possibly have avoided the employee misunderstandings that did 
arise.  

Communications between employees and management are being improved. Especially 
useful for this purpose are the Division of Nuclear Construction's Employee Involvement 
Program meetings that began in January of 1986. The Division of Nuclear Construction has 
also instituted mandatory supervisor training: one aim of this training is to upgrade the 
communications skills of supervisors. TVA personnel have been borrowed from other 
plants and contract employees have been hired to help reduce workload and thereby 
alleviate the need for overtime. No additional corrective action has been recommended as 
a result of this report.  

This report evaluated 13 issues raised by 61 concerns. All but two of the concerns were 
voiced by employees at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant The issues questioned management's 
application of overtime policies. Six issues addressed the scheduling and distribution of 
overtime; four raised questions about mandatory overtime; the remaining three raised 
miscellaneous questions.  

For the evaluations in this subcategory, overtime records, grievance reports, and personnel 
data were collected and analyzed. Also reviewed were twenty-three previous line 
management responses to individual concerns and seven investigative reports prepared by 
the interviewing contractor on individual concerns. Fifty-two interviews were conducted.  
Among those interviewed were Office of Nuclear Power corporate and line managers, 
Labor Relations Staff members, craft union representatives, craft foremen, and craft 
journeymen.  

The following five issues about the scheduling or distribution of overtime did not require 
corrective action: 

e That overtime was not equally divided among all three shifts. (Issue 70402)



* That manament did not schedule a saufcient number of craft personel without 
security clearances. (Iu 70404) 

* That the opportunity for overtime was sometimes not available for employees who 
did not have security dearanres. (Issue 70404) 

* That the Divisio of Nuclear Costrucion did the same type of work as the Nuclear 
Services Branch, but the Nuclear Services Branch received all the overtime because 
its employees were members of a "buddy system." (Issue 70405) 

* That overtime was not divided equally among truck drivers. (Issue 70406) 

Three of these issues (Issues 70402, 70404, and 70406) were factually accurate, but did not 
constitute problems requiring corrective action. Overtime was not distributed evenly over 
the three shifts; high priority work was usually given to the first shift because it had 
engineering, design, and inspection support most readily available. It was not economical to 
provide all employees with security clearances; therefore, those employees with the most 
seniority were selected for the security dearrocess. Similarly, the inequalities in overtime 
for truck drivers were caused by differences in job lassification or by the need for drivers 
with security clearances.  

Two issues were not factually accurate. The delays that periodically occurred in 
construction because of worker shortage were no worse during overtime than during regular 
hours (Issue 70404). The Nuclear Service Branch's functional role justified the overtime the 
unit worked (Issue 70405). Nuclear Services Branch served as the construction support unit 
for the operations organizations. The Nuclear Service Branch's overtime work was 
necessary given the schedule commitments of the operations organizations.  

One issue, that overtime was not given out on an equal basis to all workers (Issue 70401), 
was partially substantiated. The evaluation found that the policies and procedures for 
distributing overtime among the Trades and Labor work force in the operations and 
maintenance organizations -vere adequate. For Nuclear Construction workforce at Watts 
Bar Nuclear Plant, however, the distribution of overtime was a problem requiring corrective 
action. A large factor in the unfair overtime distribution was overtime favoritism toward 
members of the union locals with jurisdiction at the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant.  

The four issues addressing the use of mandatory overtime were: 

* That employees were required to work excessive overtime. (Issue 70407) 

* That management "threatened" employees when they refused to work overtime.  
(Issue 70408)
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* mThat the atemsi amounts of overtime worked during the period of these concerns 
may ht advenrely affected the quality of work or employee health and safety.  
(Ime70409) 

* iThat Manapement did not provide adequate notice of the need to work overtime.  
(Ise i70410) 

One of these mandatory overtime issues was not substantiated (Issue 70410); one was 
partially substantiated (Issue 70409); two (Issues 70407 and 704M) were not subsantiated 
but corrective action has been taken, to address a peripheral aspect.  

The issue of adequate notice (Issue 70410) was not substantiated. Neither TVA policy or 
union bargaining agreements require that advance notice be given. However, interviews 
with employees showed that management did try to give such notice whenever it was 
possible to do so.  

One issue (Issue 70409) on whether excessive overtime adversely affects employee health 
and safety or the quality of work done was partially substantiated. No evidence could be 
found that the quality of work was affected by the overtime at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, 
which was the focus of this issue. However, recent studies by TVA's Management Services 
Branch conclude that even under effective management control, extended periods of 
overtim prove countproroductive. Such studies by TVA and others have determined that 
scheduled overtime in excess of six to eight weeks results in lowered productivity and 
increases in absenteeism, the misuse of leave time, and in job-related accidents.  

The issue on "threatening" workers (Issue 70408) focused on several instances in which 
employees were told they would face disciplinary action if they refused to work mandatory 
overtime. The issue was not substantiated because union bargaining agreements gave 
managment the right to require that overtime be worked and to discipline a worker who 
refuses to work required overtime. In at least one case, however, the perception of a threat 
may have been created by a supervisor's poor communication skills. Since the period of 
these concerns the Division of Nuclear Construction has implemented a mandatory 
Supervisory Training Course to upgrade the communication skills of its supervisors.  

The issue of excessive overtime (Issue 70407) was not substantiated because no requirement 
or criteria for what constituted "excessive overtime" had been established for a nuclear plant 
still in the construction phase. However, corrective action, which is described later in this 
summary, has been taken at the suucategory level to develop prudent limits on the use of 
scheduled overtime in the Division of Nuclear Construction.  

None of the three miscellaneous issues required corrective action. One (Issue 70413) 
contained two concerns that were evaluated as lacking sufficient detail to define a problem.  
Another issue (Issue 70400) asked for a definition of what "emergency overtime" meant at 
Sequoyah Nuclear Power Plant The term can apply to at least two situations at Sequoyah: 
(a) overtime performed to correct an unforseen problem that must be fixed immediately or
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(b) overtime beyond the amount built ihno a schedule, but which management approves as 
necessary in order to meet schedule dates. A third Emue in this grouping (Issue 70412) 
questioned the management practice of allowing teamsters to work overtime without 
supervision. This issue was not found to be a problem. It has never been TVA's practice to 
require a foreman to work overtime if the crew or partial crew he supervises works 
overtime. The decision to provide supervision is made on a case-by-cae basis. Often a 
teamster's overtime assignment was so dearly defined (Le, he was to tramsport men and 
material for a particular craft or foreman) that no supervision was necessary.  

Overall, the evaluations in this subcategory found that overtime was distributed unevenly.  
However, most of that unequality was the result of union contract provisions, differences in 
work assignments, job classifications, or the need for employees with security clearances 
rather than as a result of conscious unfairness on the part of Office of Nuclear Power 
managers 

Large amounts of mandatory overtime were worked during the period that gave rise to these 
overtime issues. While there will always be a need for some mandatory overtime during the 
construction or operation of a power plantz the evaluations found that at Watts Bar Nuclear 
Plant during the period under consideration, poor scheduling resulted in an inefficient use 
of such mandatory overtime.  

Management has reevaluated the remaining work at Watts Rar and has established a 
schedule which should be achievable without requiring the -, .king of large amounts of 
overtime. Manpower levels have been adjusted in affected sections to help alleviate 
overtime. Contract employees have been hired and TVA personnel have been borrowed 
from other plants to help reduce workload.  

As a result of the evaluations in this subcategory, line management has committed to the 
fnilowing three-phase corrective action plan: 

1. At the next Wage Conference where Supplementary Schedule H-VI can be 
reopened for negotiation, the Division of Nuclear Construction will propose that 
preferential assignment of overtime to the job steward be removed from the General 
AgyreemnL covering construction employment 

2. A procedure will be issued standardizing the methods to be used to distribute 
and record overtime and to delegate the responsibility for maintenance of overtime 
records.  

3. The Division of Nuclear Construction will review the TVA report, "Evaluation of 
Overtime Utilization on TVA Construction Plant," dated January 9, 1985, and will issue 
guidelines on the use of scheduled overtime.
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This sbcategruy evaluated 16 issues raised by 82 cocers. All but three of the oncerns 
originated at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant. The issues in the Equal Employment Oppo. nunity 
Subcategoar ran the pgamt from complaints about harassment of wommn, minorities, and 
handicapped individuals to a few charges of "reverse" discrimination raised by employees 
who felt that too much was being done to favor minorities and women. In general, however, 
the concerned individuals eapressed disstifaction with TVA's efforts to achieve equal 
opportmity. The issues were grouped under four topics: (1) pay and promotion, (2) 

.mdammn tian of handi apped workers, (3) discrimination and (4) the Equal Employment 
Opportunity Compliant System.  

Fifty-six managers and employees were interviewed to obtain information on policies and 
procedures, to gather data on workforce demographics, and to learn from their experiences 
in matters relating to the issues. Workforce demographics were gathered from sources 
within TVA (e.g., "Annual Affirmative Action Accomplishment Reports" for Watts Bar 
Nuclear Plant) and from external sources (e.g., The Equal Opportunity Commission's 
Mainamnm tDirctive Ifm. T iVA Equal Opportunity Staff database was reviewed for 
data on complaint act-'.'y. Affirmative action requirements and criteria were researched.  

An issue-by-issue summary of the subcategory is presented later in this overview. However, 
the following is a synopsis of the major findings and the major corrective action in the 
subcategory.  

Major findings 

Corrective action was needed to ensure more effective management oversight of evaluations 
for pay increases and of foreman selections and to ensure a management evaluation of the 
reasons for under-representation of women in the higher paying job classifications.  

Corrective action was also needed to define line management's role in improving the 
effectiveness of the Affirmative Action Program and to clarify the responsibilities of 
supervisors for the accommodation of injured employees.  

Although corrective action was taken in all the cases mentioned above, the major corrective 
action in this subcategory was the incorporation of clearer line management accountability 
for the effectiveness of the Affirmative Action Program. The Office of Nuclear Power 
recognizes that affirmative action will be more efficiently carried out when each manager is 
assigned dear, realistic responsibilities for reaching affirmative action targets. Individual 
managers can then be held accountable for meeting individual assignments.  

A new Affirmative Action Program Plar has established targets which will be clearly 
communicated to line managers and incorporated into their Management Appraisal System 
objectives. The performance of managers in meeting their targets will be monitored 
quarterly.
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There were five pay and promotion issues. One unsubstantiated issue alleged that a veteran 
had not been promoted in 11 years (Issue 70502). An individual incidence of such 
discrimination may occur (confidentiality safegupards prevented a followup on the specific 
cme mentioned). However, data compiled for the TVA Affirmative Aio FY 19R5 
A iHIiM Rprt etera shows that veterans as a group are not discriminated 
against in promotions.  

One issue alleging an incident of discrimination in promotions because of religious 
affiliation (Issue 70503) was not substantiated No evidence was found to suggest that 
religious affiliation was a facto, in the earlier denial of promotion. However, corrective 
action was taken for another reason during an evaluation of the issue conducted prior to this 
Task Group evaluation. After an investigation made possible by the concerned individual's 
waiver of confidentiality, a faulty promotion selection procedure was identified. Not only 
the concerned individual, but four other members of the work unit received upgrades.  

Two issues were not substantiated, but resulted in corrective action being taken as a matter 
of prudence. Issue 70501 was a contention that minorities were discriminated against in 
merit pay increases. No data was available for merit increases among Salary Policy 
employees. There was indirect evidence of possible disparities in merit pay increases for 
minorities on the Management Schedule, but the evidence available was not conclus've.  
Nevertheless, as a matter of prudence, Office of Nuclear Power site and division directors 
will review merit award support documentation with the Manager of Nuclear Personnel to 
ensure that protected classes of employees are evaluated fairly in the future.  

A second issue also resulted in corrective action as a matter of prudence. Issue 70504 
alleged discrimination at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant against minorities and women seeking 
foreman positions. The evaluation showed that the percentage representation of minority 
and women foremen for the Division of Nuclear Construction workforce is higher than the 
percentage representation of those groups in the overall workforce. However, data for the 
permanent plant staffs and organizations at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant did show a lower 
percentage representation among foremen than in the overall workforce.  

The distribution of minorities and women in supervisory positions within the TVA 
organization is lower than might be expected from a responsive program. Consequently, in 
the FY 1988 Affirmative Action Program Plan targets will be set to improve the 
representation of minorities and women among plant organization foremn' at Watts Bar 
Nuclear Planm.  

Issue 70XY allcge thit men and women employed by TVA do not receive equal pay. The 
issue as statd was iot substantiated; however, a related problem was identified during the 
evaluation. The gap between the average salaries for TVA's male and female employees is 
widening because women are under-represented in the higher paying job classifications.
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Some of the Office of Nuclear Power affirmative action initiatives will help reverse this 
trend (1) employees in under-represented classes will be encouraged and supported in 
obtaining a college education in the areas where there are opportunities in the Office of 
Nudlear Paer (2) present members of protected classes in the engineering entry level will 
be developed for possible senior and management level positions; (3) recruiting efforts will 
be euhabwe to identify available potential employees in all under-represented areas; (4) 
the newly established Minagement Review Boards which approve all employment, 
selection, and promotion for positions on the Management Schedule will require 
nformation on the number of minority and female candidates considered and submitted.  

Three issues were raised about the accommodation of handicapped workers. Issue 70506 
groups concerns challenging the treatment of workers who have work restrictions (or 
medical constraints) imposed on them to protect their health and safety or the safety of 
fellow employees. The evaluation showed that corrective action was needed tc give dear 
direction to supervisors. Supervisors needed to know whether employees on work 
restrictions were to be accommodated as handicapped. A memorandum from the Manager 
of Nuclear Power has been issued stating that those on work restrictions are to be given 
those considerations reserved for the handicapped. Additionally, as a result of this and the 
other issue evaluations on the treatment of injured and handicapped employees, the Office 
of Nuclear Power will send a memorandum to she and division directors reminding them of 
their responsibilities to accommodate injured employees. Employees with work restraints 
will be monitored to ensure that they are not working outside their work restrictions.  

Issue 70507 questioned the adequacy of IVA's efforts to hire dLabled veterans. The 
evaluation showed that TVA's percentage of disabled veterans is less than half of the 
Federal government average. To improve its effectiveness in this area, the Office of 
Nuclear Power has appointed a Veterans' Affairs Coordinator and will strengthen the 
training of supervisors on the preferences to be given disabled veterans.  

Issue 70508 questioned the adequacy of TVA's efforts to accommodate permanently 
disabled employees. As a 1979 memorandum from TVA's Manager of Management 
Services to all office and division heads shows, TVA has long had adequate policy on the 
treatment of those disabled on the job.  

However, TVA can improve its implementation of that policy. As a result of this and the 
other evaluations on accommodation issues, the Office of Nuclear Power will issue a 
memorandum reminding all supervisors of the policy on harassment and its application to 
injured and handicapped employees. The memorandum will carry a warning that all future 
violations will be dealt with severely.  

Five issues raised questions about discrimination. Issue 70509 grouped ^,..:ims that either 
questioned whether an affirmative action program existed at Watts Bar or questioned the 
effectiveness of TVA's affirmative action program. The issue was partially substantiated: 
TVA and Watts Bar Nuclear Plant do have an affirmative action program, but the 
effectiveness of that program can be strengthened. In order to enhance the affirmative
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action program and as a part of its overall commitment to creating dear lines of authority 
and responsibility, the Office of Nuclear Power will assign responsibility and accountability 
to line managers for the accomplishment of affirmative action targets. The Office of 
Nuclear Power's FY 1987 affirmative action targpets, as established in the Affirmative Action 
Program Plan approved on September 30, 1986, will be dearly communicated to line 
managers and incorporated into their Management Appraisal System obctives. Their 
performance in meeting th targets will be monitored on a cuarteriy basis.  

Issue 70510 raised 'reverse discrimination' questions about perceived preferential treatment 
for women, minorities, the handicapped and workers over 40. This issue was not 
substantiated. The perceptions that "protected class" employees are less qualified or are 
given special treatment in discipline, promotions, and performance reviews are not borne 
out by workforce representation statistics, service reviews, or records of disciplinary actions 
complied in individual Equal Employment Opportunity investigations.  

Issue 70511 grouped concerns about racial discrimination. While the numbers of 
complaints about racial discrimination have declined steadily over the last several years, 
they still constitute a significant problem for which corrective action is being taken. The 
paragraphs in this summary which deal with affirmative action (Issue 70509), pay and 
promotion (Issues 70501 and 70504), and harassment (Issue 70508) discuss actions being 
taken to continue TVA and Office of Nuclear power progress in this area.  

Issue 70512 questioned the adequacy of gender-based privacy in such mixed gender 
situations as Public Safety Service "pat downs" and in some urinal and dressing room lay 
outs. Segregating "pat downs" by sex is an accepted industry practice as long a" it does not 
result in preferential or punitive treatment, such as post or shift assignment changes. As a 
result of the concerns raised, corrective action was provided for the urinal and dressing 
room problems through a revision of Radiation Control Instructions to allow the use of 
portable screens.  

The concern which raised Issue 70513 about a claim of age dis.rimination is being 
investigated individually by the TVA Office of the Inspector General and therefore was not 
evaluated in this subcategory.  

A last group of three issues stated these contentions concerning the Equal Opportunity 
Complaint System: 

* That processing of TVA Equal Employment Opportunity complaints was too slow.  
(Issue 70514) 

* That TVA's Equal Opportunity Staff was not independent. (Issue 70515) 

* That the Equal Opportunity Staff was not responsive to employee needs and 
inquiries. (Issue 70516)
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Issbue 70514 was partially substantiated. Corrective action was taken previous to this 
evaluation to speed up that part of the complaint system under TVA's controL However, a 
large part of the lengthy complaint process is in the hands of other Federal agencies and 
even before TVA's recent attempt at streamlining its share of the process, its processing 
time ranked fifth in a survey of 12 Federal agencies.  

Issue 70515 was not substantiated Employees dropped their complaints, accepted 
settlements, or received favorable decisions in over 50 percent of the complaints filed.  
Appeal routes outside TVA are available to employees who are dissatisfied with the Equal 
Opportunity Staffs final decision.  

Issue 70516, that the Equal Opportunity staff was not responsive to employee needs and 
inquiries, was not substantiated. The evaluation determined that the EEO staff has a policy 
and system in place to respond to complainants requesting information or assistance.  

rary 7mf M,,gm- Techimu 

This subcategory evaluated six issues raised by 487 concerns. In this report management 
£dhniqu means the methods and style used collectively by Office of Nudclear Power 
management to accomplish its aims. Almost all of the concerns in this subcategory 
originated at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant. However, most of the issues have generic 
implications for all Office of Nuclear Power sites.  

The evaluations in this subcategory were not intended to judge the merits of specific 
managerial acts or of individual managers. The evaluations did examine the perceptions 
employees developed from their observations of the actions and style of Nuclear Power 
managers during the timeframe of these concerns. The evaluations also determined what 
managerial aim were during the period and how well those aims were accomolished by the 
management techniques used.  

The intention of the evaluation effort was (1) to describe the management practices that 
characterized Office of Nuclear Power management during the time the issues arose, (2) to 
identify where these practices differed from generally accepted management techniques, (3) 
to develop an understanding of the barriers preventing uniform improvement in Office of 
Nuclear Power management technique, and (4) to identify the actions needed to overcome 
the barriers.  

The six issues in this subcategory are: 

* That Office of Nuclear Power management practices were inappropriate and 
ineffective. (Issue 70601) 

* That the dominant management style was authoritarian. (Issue 70602) 

* That management actions were often motivated by favoritism. (Issue 70603)
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* That the mnaement style was characterized by faulty dmiaons with 
employee. (me 70604)

* That management lacked a I nminehnt to quality. (Issue 70605)

* That intimidatin and harament were acceptable management techniques. (Issue 
70606) 

A six msues address manaement methods. There are few specific requirements or 
stepby-step criteria for judging what conritute effective methods of manaemen This is 
true no just just for TVA, but for most utilities indeed, most business organizations 
Obligtioa cnnsritments and policy only define management methods with broad, general 
statements encouraging good management practice, without attempting auditable 
definitions of what 'good" management is.  

Twenty-two interviews were conducted with the dual purpose of identifying criteria for TVA 
"good managment practce" and soliciting examples of good and bad TVA management 
pracdcas 

Additional information used in identifying good management criteria was derived from the 
results of workshop exercises held during the empowerment training module of the Watts 
Bar Nuclear Constrution Management and Supervisory Training Program.  

Information for the evaluations in this subcategory was drawn from document reviews and 
interviews. Among the documents and data reviewed were three McDonald Motivational 
Research Center reports on morale and productivity at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant; a TVA 
Smdv of Internal Cnmmiratian* Findin, e and Renmmiatnionr- data analyses from an 
M-1 to M-5 attitu survey, from supervisor's ratings of M-ls to M-5s, and from surveys of 
employees voluntarily leaving TVA; and a Power and Engineering (Nuclear) 
Communications Survey.  

Issue 70601 contended that TVA management practices at the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant 
were sometimes inappropriate or ineffective. This sue grouped q'testions concerning 
management's ability to coordinate, cooperate with, -ad support employees in ;hci; w2-k 
activities. The issue was substantiated. The evaluation supported employee claims that 
problems existed in the day-to-day management techniques of some Watts Bar Nuclear 
Plant managers and supervisors. However, corrective action was underway for this problem 
before the Task Group evaluation.  

This issue was raised at a time when the nuclear program lacked an organizational 
philosophy that was both understood and believed in by the majority of nuclear managers.  
Such management disunity led to conflicts in authority and breakdowns in communication 
and team work. Management also lacked an adequate process for resolving differences in 
interpretation of requirements, conflicts in priorities, or arguments over resource allocation.
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Just a there was no widely accepted orgni iaio=al philosophy, there was also no 
widpread agreement on m ammnt philosophy. Nor was there a structured, mandatory 

mament training and development program even though the rapidly expanded TVA 
udhear program wa short on trained, experienced nuclear angers.  

Corrective action f- the TVA nulear program's lack of organimtional unity began in 
January 196 with the creation of a Manager of Nuclear Power with the authority to provide 
centralieid direction, to set priorities, and to resolve controversies. The corrective action 
for the andmiion in maagnut philosophy inudes anmmitment to a managment 
development program that will both recruit experienced nuciar managers as permanent 
TVA employees and upgrade the sklls of present Office of Nuclear Power managers.  

Isaue 70602 contended that authoritarianism was the dominant managerial style. This issue 
was not substantiated. When this issue was raised, isolated instances of authoritarianism did 
exist. However, there was insufficient evidence to support a conclusion that 
authoritarianism was ever the dominant or even a tacitly accepted Office of Nuclear Power 
managment model What the evaluation did reveal was that the perception of 
authoritarianism was often created by the existence of two other problems: 

1. The inability of upper and middle managers to explain decisions to working level 
managers.  

2. The tendency of middle and lower level managers "to take the law into their own 
hands' and make ill-informed decisions because of the confusion created by problem 
number 1.  

Corrective action for the perception of authoritarianism was initiated by the issuance of the 
Corporate Nuclear Performance Plan. The corporate restructuring announced in the plan 
clarified and streamlined lines of authority. Also, a revision of job descriptions is underway 
which will clearly designate the specific responsibilities of all personnel including 
upper-level managers. The ability of supervisors and managers to explain decisions 
effectively will be enhanced by a mandatory supervisory skills nurse for all Division of 
Nudear Power supervisors and by the implementation of an Office of Nuclear Power-wide 
management development program which will also have communication skills components.  

Issue 70603 contended that management actions were often motivated by favoritism. Some 
degree of favoritism will inherently exist in any organization. The focus of this evaluation 
was on the extent to which actual favoritism or employee perceptions of widespread 
favoritism weakened the effectiveness of Office of Nuclear Po-"er management.  

The extent to which the effectiveness of management actually suffered from the existence of 
"good ol'boy networks" or "buddy systems" during the 1985-early 1986 timeframe of this 
issue is difficult to determine. The overall management system was in such turmoil that the
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justification for most managerial decisions wa almost impossible to reconstruct. This 
difficulty was made worse by inadequate documentation of such decisions as promotions 
and merit pay increases 

The impact on management ffectiveness from the perception of widespread fiavoritism was 
easier to determine. It resulted in low morale, reduced productivity, and unhappiness with 
administrative rules and regulation.  

To overcome the perceptions of favoritism, the Office of Nuclear Power is taking or has 
taken corrective action to increase the objectivity and fairness of such managerial decisions 
as selection and promotion, work rule interpretation, and affirmative action enforcet 

Issue 70604 contended that the gement style was characterized by faulty 
communication This issue was substantiated.  

The very existence of a large employee concerns effort outside of the regular chain of 
command argues that line management communication skills need to be enhanced 

The Corporate Nuclear Performance Plan has already initiated two efforts that will lead to 
improved comnmnication within the Office of Nuclear Power 

(1) The centralizing of the Office of Nuclear Power and the development of job 
descriptions that dearly spell out a manager's responsibilities and authorities will 
clarify lines of authority, and thereby greatly increase the possibility of dear 

mication between upper and middle management and between management 
and employees.  

(2) The overhaul and integration of all written procedures now being undertaken by the 
Office of Nuclear Power will result in an Office of Nuclear Power Nuclear Procedures 
System which not only spells out who must communicate what to whom, but also 
explains how that commnication must be documented.  

The improvement of communication skills will also be a focus of the Office of Nuclear 
Power-wide Management Training Program and of the Division of Nuclear Construction's 
40-hour mandatory course for its supervisors.  

Issue 70605 contended that management lacked a commitment to quality. This issue was 
not substantiated. The evaluation found no evidence that doing substandard work was ever 
an acceptable part of Office of Nuclear Power management practice. What the evaluation 
did reveal was a dispute over who would judge quality and by what standards. That dispute 
has been settled by giving the responsibility for quality to the Division of Nuclear Quality 
Assurance and by giving the Division of Nuclear Training the responsibility for training 
Office of Nuclear Power personnel on their part in the overall effort to achieve and 
maintain quality.
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Eae 70606 contended that intimidation and harassment were acceptable management 
techniques. That intimidation and harassment were formally acceptable management 
techniqumes was not substantiated However, the general confusion of the Office of Nuclear 
Power's lines of romm kniation and authority, coupled with the lack of widely accepted 
management role models during the period when this issue was raised, may have 
encouraged some supervisors and managers to believe that intimidation and harassment 
were tadtly acceptable management techniques.  

To end any possible confusion about the acceptability of intimidation and harassment, the 
Manager of Nuclear Power has stressed, via memorandums, directives, and staff meetings, 
taist no form of intimidation and harassment will be tolerated from Office of Nuclear Power 
management. He has taken direct action against managers found guilty of intimidation or 
harassment, and has reversed some previously imposed disciplinary action that may have 
been perceived by some employees as intimidation.  

Specific charges against individual managers and supervisors are being investigated by 
TVA's Office of the Inspector General The Intimidation, Harassment, Wrongdoing, and 
Misconduct Category Report will assess the wider issues raised by the intimidation and 
harassment concerns within the scope of the Employee Concerns Task Group.  

Additional corrective action taken to improve the effectiveness of Office of Nuclear Power 
management technique by strengthening both management training and management 
development is described in the Corrective Action Section (4.0) of this Management and 
Personnel Category Report.  

Sabhatery 70700 - Or- am 

This subcategory evaluated 9 issues raised by 24 concerns. The issues raised in this 
subcategory were in reaction to the organizational changes that have occurred in TVA's 
nucekv program over the last several years. The issues pointed out apparent disadvantages 
in orgaimzation structure and in some reporting relationships between organizations. While 
20 out of the 24 concerns in this subcategory were not site-specific, most of the concerns 
originated from Watts Bar Nuclear plant and focused on the effect the changes had on 
Watts Bar employees.  

A review was made of the documents which describe organizational structure within the 
TVA nuclear program, changes to those structures, and announced reasons for those 
changes. Eight interviews were conducted. Project engineers were asked whether checks 
and balances existed after the reorganizations to ensure that engineering judgments are not 
being ignored in favor of operations considerations. The Chief of Watts Bar Modifications 
Branch described the reorganization of the branch's functions and the reasons for it.  
Interviews were conducted with personnel officers in Nuclear Personnel, Division of 
Nuclear Construction, and Division of Nuclear Engineering to examine organization 
changes questioned in the issues.
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Thefoowai five mlen were not stant iantt-eI

* That construction at Watts Br Nuclear Plant was not controlled by the Project 
Mager but by the Project Control Group. (baem 707M) 

* That moralde had been adversely efltemd by dicipline staing" a type of matr 
apganivzioa itiated in the Diviioa of Nuclear Engieering in 1964. (Ie 7005) 

* That underfunding of a department had resulted in a lack of discretionary safety 
review. (tsue70706) 

* That the Manager of Nudear Power did not have sufficient independence from the 
TVA Board of Directors (Iue 70707).  

* That personnel matters such a merit raises and personnel policies were not 
sufficently controlled by management becamu they are not under direct control of 
line management (Issue 70709) 

No baseline could be established by this enhaution apinst which to judge the proper eatent 
of the inthene a project control group shbould have on a costruction project (Issue 70704).  
The long term morale effects of discipline staing (Isme 70705) cannot be determined until 
the period of transition is over. The department being refenred to in Isue 70706 could not 
be identified. Both the interview contractor and the NRC masked information to protect 
the identity of the concerned individual. If the condition still exists, the employee is 
encouraged to repeat the concern to the permanent Employee Concern Program.  

Although no basline could be established on how "independent" the Manager of Nuclear 
Power should be from the TVA Board of Directors (Issue 70707), two docments show that 
when be was hired, both the Board and Mr. S. A. White believed that he had suffident 
independence. Tose docnuments are (1) a legally binding Memorandum of Understanding 
between the Board and Mr. White, and (2) Mr. White's testimony before a Congressional 
committee on June 12, 1966. No baseline requirements could be identified for determining 
the corret balance between control and flexibility in personnel matters, (Issue 70709).  

Two issues were substannated, but corrective action for them had been taken before these 
Task Group evaluations. Issue 70703 contended that two many uncoordinated groups were 
involved in the engineering work at Bellefonte Nuclear Plant. An earlier line organization 
response to this issue led to the consolidation of all site engineers into a single organization.  
Issue 70706 raised a similar problem: lack of coordinated project management at Bellefonte 
because no one person onsite was in charge of all site organizations. A Site Director, 
responsible for all activities associated with the design, construction, and operation of the 
Bellefonte facility, was appointed October 7.1985.
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Two issues resulted in corrective action because of Task Group evalutions Is.-- 70701 
esationd whether the "owner/operator" philosophy gave tfficint authority to those 

rsponsibe for long-term engineering decisions The evidence argues it did not. However, 
the rearganiaton of the Office of Nuclear Power that began in January 1986 has 
strengthened the role of engineering decision makers by creating the Division of Nuclear 
Eineering with the power to elevate disagrmnts with operations oranizatins to the 
Manager of Nuclear Power for resolution. However, the current Engineering organiation 
had not been cldearly documented in an approved r tin4 Banltin and thereby 
communncated to employees at the time of this evaluation. Corrective action .o accomplish 
that documentation will be taken as a result of this evaluation.  

Issue 71702 contended that the Nuclear Services Branch in the Division of Nuclear 
Construction Services and the Modifications Group under each site director were 
redundant organizations This charge was accurate at the time the issue was raised.  
However, the cristence of two different organizations to make plant modifications was in 
keeping with the owner/operator philosophy then in use in TVA's nuclear power program.  
That philosophy stressed efficiency through marketing and competition. Accounting 
procedures were in place to determine over a period of time whether or not each 
organization was paying for itsell When the Office of Nuclear Power was reorganized in 
1986, the two modifications organizations were merged. However, this reorganizaton had 
not been officially documented at the time of this Task Group evaluation. Therefore, the 
combined Modifications Branch will be published in an approved Orpmniatin Bulletin and 
thereby communicated to employees.  

Subcmtary 7 U. - Marle 

This subcategory included 67 concerns that raised two general issues. The two issues were 
(1) dissatisfaction with some part of the work environment and (2) general expressions of 
concern about low morale.  

In 1981, Dr. Patricia C. Smith and Dr. Robert E. Dunbar from the MacDonald Motivational 
Research Center were commissioned to study morale problems at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant.  
The resulting report, Diarnatig Evaluatinn of Mnrale and Prnductivity at Watts Bar (the 
MacDonald Study), is being used as the baseline for the evaluation undertaken in this 
subcategory report.  

Recent interviews (late 1986) with 33 employees and managers and survey responses from 
another 13 employees have been used to gauge changes in attitudes since the MacDonald 
Study and since the timeframe (1985-January 1986) of the concerns in this subcategory.  
Additional information was gathered from TVA management surveys and from employ e 
concerns programs at Watts Bar.  

Issue 70801 collected concerns that expressed dissatisfaction with some part of the work 
environment. Inadequate office space, inadequate food facilities, and the need for 
improvements to the parking areas were among the problems raised. All of these concerns
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Issue 708M2 collected general concerns about low morale as a problem at Watts Bar Nuclear 
PMLan.Seii concerns about low morale were assigned to other subcategories within the 

a @Fmgmen and Personnel Category when the concerns contained enough detail to allow 
them to be moitdwith a particular organization or activity at Watts Bar.  

There as no dear dividing line between high morale and low morale- just what constitutes 
an acceptable level of morale is dfficult to determine. Nevertheless, the Office of Nuclear 
Pbowe musm recapture the trus and confidence of its employ=e if it is to achieve its nuclear 
misio efficiently. The evidence turned up by this evaluation showed that some significant 

prove. on improving employee morale among Watts Bar Nuclear Plant employees has 
already been male.  

A comparison of the finding of earlier surveys of morale with the interviews and opinion 
sampling done for this evaluation found that the general factors impacting morale do not 
chang much over tune. Employees were consistently concerned with petty harassment, 
confusing or inconsistent work rules, and with the need for those improvements in the work 
environment that show workers are valued by management. The findings also reveal that 
many employees in our sample felt that morale is improving at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant and 
that they see positive changes being made througho! it the Office of Nuclear Power.  

Poor communications was the factor mentioned most often in the interviews as the cause of 
morale problems at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant . Other factors frequently pointed to were 
authoritarian management, "nit-pickcing" supervision, favoritism in job selections, and 
retaliatory actions by supervisors. These topics are being addressed specifically in other 
Management and Personnel subcategory reports such as Work Rules (kwse 70200), 
Overtime (Issue 70400), Management Technique (Issue 70600), Employment (Issue 71800), 
and Pay (Issue 71900).  

Steps taken during the period since January of 1986 to improve morale are seen by most of 
those interviewed as showing positive results. Implementation of the Corporate Nuclear 
Performance Plan (Volume I of TVA's overall Nuclear Performance Plan) is helping to 
improve morale by correcting the faulty management practices that created some of the 
morale problems. Corrective actions resulting from other Management and Personnel 
suL-category evaluations should also have a positive affect on morale. A procedure for 
monitoring employee opinion about employee-management relations will be developed by 
the NJuciea Personnel Staff as an aid in assessing morale. This information will be reviewed 
by the Office of Nuclear Power Manager, who will determine when and if additional 
c'rifective action is needed.
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The 57 concerns in this subcategory were grouped into imssues. A five issues dealt with the 
moginimat of the Public Safety Service at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant. The issues were (1) 

ineffective adminisaon, (2) inadeqate supervision, (3) improper searches, (4) 
disrspectful fla handling, and (5) casual respomes to medical emerences 

Fire Section Istruction Letters for tim Public Safety Service at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant 
were reviewed as was Volum I of the Ph l Seit Ir in Ma l (Jui 14, 1966) 
and three Public Safety Service division policies. Interviews were held with five Public 
Safety Service anagemet and staff support personneL 

These three issues were not substantiated: 

* That searches of employee vehicles, toolboxes, and lunchboxes were unnecessary or 
ineffective. (Issue 70903) 

* That officers handled the American flag disrespectfully. (Issue 70904) 

* That the Medical Emergency Response Team was too casual in its responses to 
medical emegenaes. (Issue 70905) 

The control of tool inventories by the method of perodic unannounced searches (Issue 
70903) is consistent with industry practice and should be seen as a matter of good business 
practcs rather than a message of distrust toward Watts Bar Nuclear Plant employees. No 
evidence of negligence or intentional disrespect was found among officers charged with 
folding the plant flag (Issue 70905). What may have sparked this issue was an appearance of 
negligence. Procedure requires that a flag be dry before being folded. Concerned 
individuals may have seen a wet flag being taken indoors to be dried.  

The issue about ineffective administration in the Public Safety Service at Watts Bar Nuclear 
Plant (Issue 70901) was substantiated, but corrective action was taken before this 
evaluation. The existence of two separate Public Safety Service organizations at Watts Bar 
Nuclear Plant caused communication and coordination difficulties. The separate 
organizations for the permanent plant and the Division of Nuclear Construction were 
consolidated on June 9, 1986.  

The issue of inadequate supervision of Public Safety Service officers at Watts Bar Nuclear 
Site (Issue 70902) was substantiated. Findings indicated that the skills of supervisors 
needed improvement in such areas as schedule staffing, consistent application of work rules, 
and fairness of duty assignments. Insufficient supervisory training was the cause of the 
problem identified in this issue. A program of formal management training had been 
planned for Public Safety Service supervisors since 1980, but had never been implemented.
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As an interim solution to the need for supervisor training, the Public Safety Service at Watts 
Bar Nudear Plant has adopted the TVA Supervisory Training Program. In Phase I of a 
three phase approach, al supervisors will take a course of General Supervisory Training in 
Phase H an Individual Skills Assessment Program will identify skills in need of 
improvement; and Phase M will be a Skills Development Process which will upgrade the 
skills identified in Phase IL 

eeause several of these issues seemed to stem from inaccurate employee perceptions of 
Public Safety Service activities, efforts to better inform employees about how the Public 
Safety Service works will be iinttsified by using such established mechanism as General 
Employee Training and the various commu-unication dispatches.  

This subcategory evaluated 12 issues raised by 216 concerns over productivity at Watts Bar 
Nuclear Plant Specifically, the issues questioned the adequacy of the management and 
procedural controls that were intended to ensure productivity during the construction of 
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant The issue evaluations required the review of three components of 
productivity control 

* The Quality Control Instruction (OCT) that governs the work control process.  

* Management oversight and coordination within the Division of Nuclear 
Construction.  

* Technical coordination between the Office of Nuclear Power and non-Office of 
Nuclear Power organizations.  

The document review for this subcategory included corporate policies and procedures, 
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant implementing procedures and instructions, and corporate and 
INPO (Institute of Nuclear Power Operations) reports about productivity management at 
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant. Watts Bar Nuclear Plant reports, logs and organization 
correspondence were also reviewed. Observations were made of Watts Bar Planning and 
Scheduling, Quality Control, and Configuration Baselne meetings. Craft activities were 
observed on both Watts Bar Reactor Units I and 2. Over 50 interviews were conducted 
with employees from all major organizations at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant.  

Two issues were not substantiated. Issue 71004 contended that poor management and poor 
engineering design had resulted in a large amount of rework at Watts Bar Nuclear PlanL 
The reasons for rework were many and varied. Much of the rework at Watts Bar was the 
result of TVA's need to comply with change in the requirements of the NRC and other 
regulatory organizations. However, employees were usually not told the reasons for rework; 
therefore, they assumed it was caused by management or enjneering error. New
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supervisr-mpiy eecomunications programs such as the Division .of Nuclear 
Cautruction's weekly Employee Involvement Meetings should increase the quantity and 
quality of infbormation shared between workers and their supervisors.  

hue 71006 arped that ewcesive requirements for progres reporting and other paperwork 
nmecesMrily slowed construction schdAules In nuclear plant construction, documentation 
of work is essential to ensure that the plant is built to acceptable design criteria.  
Addhinally, quality assurance procedures require that the steps taken to achieve a desired 
result be verified. Each document should be a link in a "chain of evidence' which justifies 
each phase of the construction process.  

Because of these nuclear industry requirements, more time is spent with paperwork than is 
normally experienced in conventional construction. However, without strict attention to 
providing these paper "chains of evidence" the safety and quality of nuclear construction 
cannot be verified. If safety and quality cannot be verified, a nuclear facility is not allowed 
to operate. Thus, what some may view as "excessive" is nevertheless "essential' given the 
regulatory environment of the nuclear industry.  

One issue described a situation which was factually accurate, but not a current problem 
(Issue 710(M6). Inadequate construction engineering support for the second and third shifts 
and inadequate coordination between shifts at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant did result in 
construction schedule delays. Currently, only one shift is being operated, and a return to 
more than one is not anticipated. If a multishift operation were reinstated, the provisions in.  
W0 (Quality Control Instruction) 1.60 "Work Control," should greatly improve the 

coordination process between shifts.  

The following eight issues were substantiated, but had received corrective action before the 
completion of the Task Group evaluations: 

* Coordination between the corporate engineering design group and the construction 
engineers onsite at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant was inadequate. (Issue 71001) 

* An inadequate work control "work packages" process caused construction delays.  
(Issue 71002) 

* Technical coordination among engineering design, quality control, construction 
management, construction engineering, and craft personnel was not fully effective.  
(Issue 71003) 

* Construction management lacked fully adequate planning and scheduling skills.  
(Issue 71005) 

* Inefficient craft manpower planning resulted in overstaffing and understaffing.  
(Issue 71007)
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* TVA management put too much emphasis aon meeting arbitrary schedules at the 
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant (Isaue 71009) 

* Use of an inappropriate method to increase the senamr craft's hanger 
italatiom damaged morale and workmanship. (lane 71010) 

* TVA lacked an effective configuration control program. (Issue 71011) 

The location of the engineering design a.ctitn in Knoxville (Issue 71001) prevented timely 
resoition of oostrmctablity pnrtems with design drmwings and also led to a lack of full 
appreciati of problems encountered in the field. To correct this problem, the Division of 
Nuclear Engineering increased osite engineering support at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant by 
approximately 300 employees.  

The 1work package" concept was initiated by QOC (Quality Control Instruction) 1.56 (Issue 
7100M). Work packages were intended to simplify scheduling activities, accountability, 
drawing issuance and maintenance, and to speed the completion of similar work activities.  
However, Ql 1.56 lacked the level of detail required to effectively meet its intended 
objectives. QQ 1.56 has been replaced by QCI 160, which has a greater level of detail and 
better short-interval scheduling techniques. The improved short-interval scheduling 
techniques in QCI 1.60 are also intended to correct the technical coordination problems 
identified by Issue 71003. All Division of Nuclear Construction and Quality Control 
personnel have been trained on QCI 1.60 provisions.  

A new "field planning" function has been established within the Project Management 
Services organization to assist the M-6 area managers, M-5 craft superintendents and 
assistant superintendents, and craft foremen in better meeting their planning and scheduling 
responsibilities (Issue 71005). Efficient craft manpower planning (Issue 71007) depends on 
the quality of the work packages. CI 1.60 also requires Project Control personnel to walk 
down the workplan. Therefore, craft man-hour estimates should be more accurate.  

TVA managers must be concerned about meeting schedules (Issue 71009), but work must 
also be planned, controlled, coordinated, and communicated so that all involved have a 
clear understanding of what is expected of them and a realistic chance ot meeting those 
xpectations. Recent decisions to increase site engineering design support at Watts Bar 
Nuclear Plant and the improvements in the work control process (implementation of OCI 
1.60) have improved scheduling accuracy.  

The quota system for hangers (Issue 71010) was intended to boost lagging production. It did 
that, but it also worsened the already existing adversarial relationship between the 
steamfitters driven to meet their quotas and the Quality Control inspectors whose job it was 
to make sure the work was done correctly. Many hangers hWd to be reworked and the 
morale of both groups of workers suffered. The quota system has been replaced with joint 
engineering-craft walkdowns to determine schedules. The walkdowns result in an 
engineering-craft agreement on scope, man-hours, and schedule which should provide an
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accurate and equitable method of work control Regular meetings on schedule and quality 
control will be held so that design engineers, construction management, Quality Control 
inspectors, and craft foremen can air their problems and resolve them.  

The Corporate Commitment Tracking System (CCTS) will be used as an integrated 
database for tracking alformal commitonts made to NRC in order to assure that all 
lesg xmitments are met (Isue 71012). Additionally, the Office of Nuclear Power 
will use a single computer program to trend all reported deficiencies (eg., Quality 
Assurance audit findings, corrective action reports, discrepancy reports, and so forth) that 
can be used to provide feedback to line managers to help improve plant performance.  

Issue 71011, that TVA lacked an effective configuration control program, was substantiated.  
A configuration management program is an integrated management approach that ensures 
that important plant structures, systems, components, and supporting computer software 
conform to the approved design and that their functional and physical characteristics are 
accurately reflected in design, licensing, operations, maintenance, and training documents.  
TVA had already taken some corrective action to resolve this issue and will take more.  

Already a Configuration Management Program Manager has been named and a survey and 
analysis study has been undertaken to review and evaluate current TVA configuration 
management efforts in comparison to current industry standards and INPO (Institute of 
Nuclear Power Operations) recommendations. A corporate configuration managc.-.-..; 
action plan which includes task descriptions, identified products, and required schedules was 
developed and was being implemented when the information in this report was gathered.  

Siahetsgn, 71100 - Matmrinh 

This subcategory evaluated 6 issues raised by 70 concerns. Sixty-eight percent of the 
concerns raised the issue that materials at the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant were wasted through 
misuse. Other issues addressed materials availability and materials procurement.  

TVA corporate policies and Watts Bar Nuclear R~ant specific construction procedures which 
addressed the materials management and control programs were reviewed. Nine interviews 
were conducted with present and former Division of Nuclear Construction employees who 
were involved with phases of materials management and control that ranged from 
warehousing to engineering to construction. Numerous material storage areas at Watt; Bar 
Nuclear Plant were visited, including the Warehouse Services Unit storage area, the new 
scrap yard, the primary "bone yard," and various craft laydown" and staging areas.  

The following five issues in this subcategory were not substantiated: 

* That material was not available when needed. (Issue 71102) 

* That it was improper for TVA to buy foreign materials instead of U.S. products.  
(Issue 71103)
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* That the system of accepting the lowest bid led to waste. (Issue 71104) 

* That TVA's purchasing process at Wans Bar Nuclear Plant was not efficient, cost 
effective,or scedule semitive. (Isse 71105) 

* That the Autostocking System used by Powr Stores had slow deliveries and an 
indeqptstock. (bmue 71106) 

The manal materiabls -oming and management system used by the Division of Nuclear 
Conruction at Watts Bar Nudear Plant has been adequate to meet major construction 
goals (Issue 71102). However, most other TVA organization have converted to automated 
management systems. TVA did buy from foreign suppliers on occasion (Issue 71103) but 
only after the foreign supplier's bid was shown to be a set percentage below cualified 
domestic bidders and to be in accord with the Buy American Act. The concerned individual 
who raised this issue also objected to the fact that TVA had an office in Switzerland. That 
office, which is now dosed, was involved only in inspection of materials and equipment and 
never initiated purchases.  

The issue quJooing the TVA policy of accepting the lowest bidder (Issue 71104) was 
based on a belief that such a policy creates waste because quality received is low. However, 
the bidding process stipulates mininmm acceptable standards of nuality. The issue that 
questioned the efficiency, effectiveness, and schedule sensitivit of TVA's purchasing 
process (Issue 71105) offered no specifics and therefore could not be investigated further.  
Since the Power Stores' Autostocking System (Issue 71106) is controlled by the site unit 
that uses the material, the Aut-toocking System is as reliable as the groups using it. Power 
Stores delivers within three boors.  

One issue in this subcategory was substantiated and did require corrective action. The 
materials waste evaluation (Issue 71101) found problems with materials storage and 
disposition practices of TVA construction groups, particularly at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant.  
Large amounts of waste and surplus materials were being stored in auxiliary storage areas 
without being documented and therefore without accountability. These materials may have 
been used piecemeal, or they may have been ignored and eventually sold as scrap or surplus.  
There were no written, definitive program criteria or guidelines in place to govern inventory 
control, storage, and disposition of surplus or waste materials. This lack of procedures could 
have caused unnecessary waste.  

The Division of Nuclear Construction will revise WBN-SOP (Watts Bar Standard Operating 
Practice) 32, "Administrative Control of Material," to incorporate the requirement to return 
unused and surplus materials to warehouse stock. The newly formed corporate Materials 
and Procurement Services Staff (part of the Office of Nuclear Power Planning and Financial 
Staff) has been assigned responsibility ior direction and oversight of all materials matters, 
including the disposition of excess materials.
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This aUsategoy inuded 48 concern that did not fit within any other Management and 
Pensomel mhbaltgosy. A review was codcted of all available files ociatied with the 
IndividualI concer Interviews wer held with the Category evaluation group heads of each 
of the other Task Group categori o determine if any of these concerns wer related to 
satations being undertakn in thir ca-egorie- Discomions were also held with the 
elpateort of the other 2 Managment and Persmi subcategories to determine if th 
subject matter of any of these micellaneous concerns was being dealt with in other 
ubcategories. Where posible the appropriate criteria was determined d the concerns 

were amined agains the criteria.  

Thirty-four of these concerns were evaluated as separate issues (Issues 71201 through 
71234). None of the issmue required additional corrective action a result of the Task 
Group evaluation. A issues had one of three outcomes: they were not found to be factually 
accurae; they were factually accurate, but did not constitute a problem; or they were 
mbstantiated but corrective action had been taken for the problem prior to the Task Group 
evaluation.  

The renning 14 concerns were grouped in msue 71235 because they contained insufficient 
detail to allow the evaluator to determine % 't the emp'oyee felt to be unsafe, unjust, or 
inefflident The employees who raised each concern are invited to restate the concern to the 
Employee Concern Program if the issue they had in mind has not been adequately answered 
els where in the reports produced by the Employee Concerns Task Group.  

This subcategory evaluated 18 issues raised by 57 employee concerns. Nine issues raised 
questions about the quality of the medical program provided employees at Watts Bar 
Nuclear Plant Four isues dealt with the administration of the Federal Employees 
Copensation Act. There were five miscellaneous medical issues.  

Among the documents analyzed for medical program regulatory requirements and 
conn ents were TVA Administrative Release Manuals, the TVA Medical Famines 

ui the Documentation Files for the MediaLEnminer's CGrid the TVA Division of 
Medical Services Historical Files, and the Personnel History Records of the TVA medical 
staff. Computer analyses were made of the Division of Medical Services' Automated 
Medial Records System.  

Interviews were conducted with personnel on the Medical Services Director's Staff in the 
Central Area Medical Service, at the Medicil Office and Health Station at Watts Bar 
Nuclear Plant, and with members of the Work Injury Compensation Staff. Interviews were 
also conducted with personnel from four other power companies and five other Federal 
agencies.
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Thme nine , rbed concerning the quality of the medical proram at Watts Bar 
Nudear Plat, were not nhbantia 

* Tht TVA medical treatment was indequae (lIsue 71301) 

* That WVA medical pesonnel lacked neceary qualfiatio (Issue 730) 

* That the medical staff on night shift was indequate (Issue 7 ' 3) 

* That there was iunffient emerency medial equipment oosite. (Issue 71304) 

* That TVA doctors did not accept the recommendations of private doctors 
coaierning employee work restrictions. (Issue 71305) 

* That employee health and safety training was inadequate. (Issue 71306) 

* That employees were not punished for falsifying their medical records. (Issue 71307) 

* That employees were denied access to their medical records. (Issue 71308) 

* That the Physical Suitability Program and Health Standards were inadequate. (Issue 
71309) 

The issue on the adequacy of medical treatment (Issue 71301) was not supported by the 
evidence. For instance, examination of medical files revealed a very low number of 
coaplaints about midiagnnis or other errors in medical judgment. A review of the 
pertinent regulatory requirements, TVA policies, and personnel files revealed that all TVA 
medical prdfisionals have the required education, licenses, and special training, and are 
therefore fiBy qualified for their positions (Issue 71302). Medical staffing on oight shift was 
found to be adequate (Issue 71303): a physician is not required because the nurses and 
public safety officers on duty are capable of properly handling medial emergencies.  

An evaluation showed that the emergency medical equipment available at Watts Bar 
Nuclear Plant (Issue 71304) meets both regulatory requirements and reasonable 
expectato as to what should be available. The TVA medical examiner does make the 
final decision regarding work restrictions (Issue 71305). However, the recommendations of 
the employee's private physician are fully considered, along with input from the employee 
and his/her supervisor or manager.  

There are no regulatory requirements for health education (Issue 71306). However, TVA 
health personnel do conduct management-requested, special health education programs for 
employee groups and do provide health counseling and education services to individual 
employees to promote health maintenance and restoration. An evaluation revealed that
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adequate procedures do exist for dealing with medical records falsificatin (IJue 71307); 
deliberate ad flagrant falsification of imprtant medical information can result in 
atrmination 

Empoee have unrestricted access to information in their medical records (Issue 7130) 
except for information which could have an advee effect on the individua In such cases, 
reondis can be reased to a private physician designated by the employee. TVA enforces 
an ateive program to determine employee's physical suitability for work (Isue 71309).  

T'e following four issues on the adminstration of the Federal Employees Compensation 
Act were not substaniated 

* That injured employees were returned to regular duty too soon. (Issue 71310) 

* That claim processing was too slow and compensation was inadequate. (Issue 71311) 

* That compensation was uniustly denied. (Issue 71312) 

* That claim filing information was purposely withheld. (Issue 71313) 

The Recwey Track Program was specifically designed to avoid returning workers to 
regular duty too soon (Issue 71310). The program returns workers to their original jobs but 
asigns them to special light duty tasks during the recovery process. The injured workers' 
capabilities rather than their limitations are emphasized as is dose coordination with the 
worker's private physician. Employees who are dissatisfied with the handling of their 
rehabilitation can discss any problem areas with the responsible TVA physician, a private 
physician, or the responsible rehabilitation counselor.  

TVA does not determine the amount of compensation due an injured worker (Issue 71311).  
Compensation rates are specified by the Federal Employees Compensation Act which is 
administered by the Office of Workers Compensation Program (OWCP). Once the claim is 
filed with OWCP, claim processing is also largely out of TVA's control. The average 
elapsed time at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant from an employee's report of an injury to 
transmittal of the initial claim is 16 days. However, from that point onward processing is the 
responsibility of the Office of Workers Compensation Program, although the TVA Workers 
Compensation, and Rehabilitation Branch is ivailable to assist employees in following up on 
dclaims 

Continuation of pay for an injury claim is denied by TVA (Issue 71312) when additional 
information has been requested of the employee, but has not yet been provided.  
Compensation payment on a properly filed claim can be denied only by the Office of 
Worker Compensation Program, not by TVA. Office of Worker Compensation Program 
denials can be appealed to the U.S. Department of Labor's Branch of Hearing and Review.
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An evaluation found that atance is available to employees who need to file Federal 
Employee Compensation Act claims (Issue 71313). However, it is the employee's 
rrpoansiblity to ask for help. No evidence was found of any Work Injury Compensation 
Service staff me er or other c pnsatio specialist refusing a request for assistane 

Four of the five miscelaneous iues were not substantiatd Issue 71314 alleged that the 
medical problems of several truck driver were ened by tranporting hazardous materials 
The evaluation revealed that the cited health conditim were tgenital Issue 71315 stated 
that an employee in a sensitive position was considered psychologicaly unsable however, 
the evaluation showed the individual's condirtion to be metical, nor psychological Issue 
71317 alleged that the Personel Staff makes mantried changes to medica: records. An 
evaluation revealed that no entries are made to medical records by anyone other than the 
Medical Staf Issue 71318 contained two concerns which were evaluated as not containing 
sufficient information to permit the identification of an issue.  

One miscellaneous issue (Issue 71317) stated that medical cabinets and files at Watts Bar 
Nuclear Plant could not be locked and secured. The issue was substantiated, but the 
cabinets had been replaced with lockable cabinets before the evaluation.  

The findings in this subcategory indicated that TVA medical services at Watts Bar Nuclear 
Plant exceeded not only pertinent regulatory requirements, but also prevalent industry 
standards as well. There were over 40,000 employee visits to the medical facilities during 
the time frame of these issues. The 58 concerns were lodged by a total of 50 individuals.  
That 40,000 visits produced only 50 concerned individuals argues that Watts Bar Nuclear 
Plant employees were generally satisfied with their onsite medical service.  

Many of the issues were raised because of a lack of employee knowledge of TVA medical 
policy or of the rules governing Federal Employee Compensation Act. Other issues arose 
because employees felt they had been treated unfairly but did not know how or where to 
take their appeals. No corrective action has been suggested as a result of the evaluations in 
this subcategory. However, before these evaluations took place, the Office of Nuclear 
Power implemented training to better inform managers and supervisors about the TVA 
medical care program so that they in turn could better inform the workers under them.  

Subcatenry 7140 - Drags 

This subcategory evaluated three issues raised by 23 employee concerns. The issues related 
to the adequacy of the drug testing program at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, the alleged abuse of 
the Employee Assistance Program, and the legality of random drug testing of Watts Bar 
Nuclear Plant employees.
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TVA Code VI, HEALTH SERVICES TVA Instruction M, ALCOHOL AND DRUG 
ABUSE; and the prtinent procedures and Istandar practices were reviewed to determine 
the requirements in effect during the tineframne of thee isues. Interviews weic conductcd 
with knowledabie people inside and outside of TVA to gather background data on the 
TVA nuclear program's approach to the control of drug use in the workplace.  

sune 71401 qestioned the adequacy of the drug testing program in effect at TVA nucear 
plants during the period of these concerns. This issue was not subtantiated. Nevertheless, 
a enhancement of the testing program will be undertaken as a prudent precaution.  
Although the program in muse during the timeframe of these concerns was not proven to be 
inade te, neither was it proven to be adequate. TVA's percentage of detected drug abusers is lower than national industry avrages. However, it is not certain whether the 
lower percentage shows that there are fewer drug abusers within TVA or that TVA has a 
testing program that is less effective than the average.  

TVA's drug testing program will be epnded to include all employees. Random testing will 
be initiated for all personel with unescorted access to vital plant areas. Training programs 
are being developed to increase the effectiveness of the Fitness for Duty Program which 
prepares managers and supervisors to identify and handle apparent drug abusers.  

Isue 71402 questioned the effectiveness and fairness of TVA's drug abuse program, the 
Employee Assistance Program. The issue was not substautianed. Three questions about the 
program were raised. (1) Can employees in the Employee Assistance Program continue to 
use drugs? Those admitted to the program undergo random follow up drug screening to 
detect continued drug use. (2) Can employees in outside drug abuse programs continue to 
use drug? When TVA is aware that an employee is participating in an outside drug abuse 
program, an Employee Assistance counselor interviews that employee to determine the 
quality of the employee's involvement with the outside program. If the effectiveness of the 
outside program is questionable, the employee can be required to undergo a drug screen 
test (3) Is enrolling in the Employee Assistance Program a way to get preferential 
treatment in layoffs or reductions-in-force? No. Those in the program do not get 
preferential treatment in layoffs or reductions-in-force.  

Issue 71403 questioned the legality of random testing of employees. The evaluation of this 
mssue showed that TVA was sensitive to the right of privacy of its employees. However, 
TVA is also sensitive to the responsibility of its nuclear program to protect the health and 
safety of the general public. Because of that responsibility, TVA intends to develop a 
random drug testing program for all personnel with clearance to work unescorted in vital 
plant areas.

Prg-amI

This subcategory evaluated 4 issues raised by 169 concerns. The issues presented questions 
and employee reactions to the initial effort to collect and act upon the employee concerns.  
This concerns effort, which began in April 1985, evolved on February 1, 1986. into the
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Employee Cmrcens Special Program and the oqg Employee Concern Program. The 
four n'owes were (1) the confidentiality of the concerned individual's identity, (2) the 
adequacy of responses to concerns, (3) possible deficiencies in the concerns program, and 
(4) general employee reaction to the concerns program.  

For evaluations in this subcategory, a review was made of employee concern investigations 
and responses developed by the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant Project Manager's Office, by the 
TVA Office of Employee Relations, by the interview contractor, and by TVA's Nuclear 
Safety Review Staff. The interview contractor's "Sensitive Files' were also reviewed.  

Information gathered from the document review guided the evaluator in formulating 
questions and discussion topics for the 48 Watts Bar Nuclear Site employees who were 
interviewed.  

Issue 71501 questioned the effectiveness of the efforts taken to protect the identity of those 
concerned individuals who wished to remain anonymous. The issue was not substantiated.  

This was the issue raised most frequently by the concerns in the subcategory.  
Confidentiality was guaranteed to all those interviewed by the interview contractor. As an 
employee expressed a concern, an identifying number was assigned to each concern. The 
employee and select personnel from the independent contractor were the only ones who 
knew the identifying number's source. Anyone investigating the concern knew only the 
identifying number. Nevertheless, because many of the concerns were evaluated by TVA 
line managers, some employees feared that the names of concerned employees would be 
discovered.  

The interview contractor provided concern evaluators only with that information from the 
concern interview which the contractor judged would not reveal the identity of the 
interviewee. The contract between TVA and the interview contractor stipulated that all 
concern files were to be kept strictly confidential. A variety of evaluators who received such 
information were interviewed for the present subcategory evaluations. They confirmed that 
at no time did the interview contractor's staff compromise the identity of any employee.  
Even after the termination of the interview contract, the contractor kept the original files.  
The only copies of the files were turned over to the NRC rather than to TVA in order to 
preserve confidentiality. Expurgated versions were given to TVA, as were files where 
employees were willing to waive confidentiality.  

The evaluation found no evidence that the employee programs have compromised the 
identity of any individuals.  

Issue 71502 registered two types of dissatisfaction with the handling of specific earlier 
concerns filed with the interview contractor: (1) that the response was inadequate or (2) 
that the concerned individual had received no response at all to the concern. The issue was 
substantiated for both 'orms of dissatisfaction. However, corrective action was taken before 
this evaluation.
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Hle efforts made to evaluate, resolve, and report on employee concerns using the 
cern-by-concern approach of the uarly programs proved to be unwieldy and untimely 

given the large number of concerns (approximately 5800) that TVA was evaluating.  
Therefore, the Employee Concerns Special Program was established to ensure thorough 
and complete responses to all issues contained in the concrns, including the adequacy of 
line management corrective action responses 

Issue 71503 grouped concerns that identified one or more phases of a concerns program that 
a concerned individual felt was inadequate. The concern might, for instance, suggest a 
change in the program's procedures or question the qualifications of staff members. This 
issue was partially substantiated. Most of the concerns in the issue could be traced to a 
failure to fully inform employees about the purpose and functions of the early employee 
concerns programs. However, corrective action was taken by the Office of Nuclear Power's 
increased efforts to inform its employees on the purpose and functions of both the Special 
Program at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant and the Employee Concern Program at all Office of 
Nudclear Power sites.  

Issue 71504 consisted of the reactions of both supervisors and workers to the employee 
concerns effort. Because this issue consisted of expressions of opinion and because the 
opinions varied, the issue could not be said to be substantiated or not substantiated.  
However, like the other issues in this subcategory, this issue pointed to a communications 
problem in the early phases of the concerns effort. The need to keep both workers and 
managers aware of what the concerns programs were and how they operated was not given 
adequate attention. Since early 1986, an increased effort .has been made to dose the 
commnication gap between employees and the employee concerns effort.  

SubcatIo== 71600 - _abo MAlU=m 

This report evaluated 8 issues raised by 73 employee concerns. The issues addressed 
favoritism and discrimination, work jurisdiction, grievance processing, fire watch training, 
concern processing, the signature authority of supervisors, and responsibility for scaffolds.  

The TVA General Arment TVA policy, and construction trade union practice were 
examined to provide the requirements and criteria which governed the issues in this 
category. Of the thirty-one interviews conducted, 11 were with site management, 3 with job 
stewards, 11 with other craft employees, 3 with foremen, and 3 with members of the 
corporate Labor Relations Staff.  

The following six issues were not substantiated: 

* Work jurisdiction guidelines among crafts were not enforced strictly enough by 
managers or were too strictly adhered to in the borderlines between crafts.  
(Issue 71602) 

* The grievance process was not properly administ-red. ('Nue 71603)
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* WA violated ts own policy and labor union policy when it did not train a job 
seeward on fire watch rerpoadbiliie (Isue 71604) 

* Tle objectivity of employee concern proceing was suspect when TVA closed a 
comorn which addressed TVA policy. (aIse 71605) 

* General foremen and pipefitter suprtend were not abowed to sign statement 
ileas they passed through the constructioa manaement aistant approval sstem 

(bOne7106) 

* One isue grouping of two milaneaous concerns which did not present problem 
requiring corrective action. (Issue 716M) 

The evaluation of the work jurisdiction issue (Issue 71602) found TVA's work jurisdiction 
procedure to be as effective as any currently in use by the construction industry. The 
grievance procedure (Isae 71603) was also found to be on the whole fair and equitable. No 
requirement for training job stewards on fire watch responsibilities (Issue 71604) could be 
found in the Gneral Agreement.  

An etensnve checks and balances system was used by the Employee Concerns Task Group 
to ensure the objectivity of concern dose out (Issue 71605). The evaluation was conducted 
either by a independent outside contracor (e, Bechtel, Stone and Webster, Impell, and 
EG&G) or by qualified TVA employees not involved in the issue raised by the concern.  
When the evalution called for corrective action, a formal Corrective Action Tracking 
Documemnt was forwarded to the responsible line manager who prepared a corrective action 
plan. Issue evaluations and corrective action plans were reviewed by an independent four 
nember Senior Review Panel made up of non-TVA experts with highly succesrful records 
in the design, construction, or operation phases of the nuclear industry. Panel members 
individually concurred with the overall adequacy of evaluations and corrective action plans.  

The Employee Concern Special Program, including its closure procedures on concerns 
affecting VA policy, has been conducted according to an Employee Concerns Task Group 
Procedures Manual which is docketed with the NRC. The Task Group's compliance with 
those procedures has been audited by the TVA Division of Nuclear Quality Assurance and 
the TVA Office of the Inspector General as well as by the NRC.  

Correspondence from members of a construction superintendent's staff is administratively 
reviewed by the construction manager's assistants (Issue 71606) to ensure that the written 
material accomplishes its intended purpose and is consistent with TVA policy. The 
construction manager's assistants do not have the authority to tell supervisors when or what 
they can sign.  

The two miscellaneous concerns grouped under Issue 71608 offered opinions rather than 
raising isues.
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The isse that the carpenters were often blamed for unsafe scaffonlkds that had actuahly been 
built by other crafts (Issue 71607) was substantiated However, corrective action had been 
taken to solve the problem previous to the Employee Concerns Task Group evaluation of 
this issue. A scaffid tagging program was implemented to identity the employees 
repo-ile for building and using each scaffold.  

The issue (Ismue 71601) that favoritism and discrimination ezisted both within and between 
crafts was partially substantiated. The cotentions that the insulator and laborer's unions 
were discriminated against wre not substantiated However, favoritism was found to exist 
within some crafts when selections for foremen and "special job assignments (jobs such as 
material expediter o office helper for construction managment) were made. Favoritism 
was also found to exist in overtime distribution and in selections for craft jobs with the 
permanent plant organizations (the Alterations and Modifications unit, for instance).  

The favoritism in all these cases stems from the unwritten union "rules of the road" that give 
preference over union members from other locals ('travelers') to members of the union 
local that has jurisdiction for a job site. The rules a traveler is expected to follow are (1) 
While working in another local's jurisdiction, the traveler should not take a supervisor's job 
unless requested by that local (2) Any available overtime goes to the local workers first (3) 
If and when that local has workers available to fill the position, the traveler should not 
remain on the jub and prevent local people from gaining employment (4) The traveler is 
also expected to pay a "doughby," or traveler's dues, to the union local with jobsite 
jurisdiction in addition to paying his customary union dues to his home local.  

The Gecal ACremnt between TVA and Tennessee Valley Trades and Labor Council 
requires that personnel selections be made on the basis of merit and efficiency. No 
preference is given, in the GCneal Agreem=n to members of the local with jurisdiction.  
Nevertheless, the evaluation of this issue showed that the rules of the road, unsanctioned 
though they may be, are followed by some of the craft unions at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant.  
Travelers who have been employed at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant long enough to develop ties 
to the local area come to strongly resent their permanent treatment as second class 
employees. On the other hand, most craft managers have ties to the union local with 
jurisdiction, and may some day have to rely on that local for their own placement in a craft 
job. Therefore, they tend not to challenge, in job selection or assignment decisions, the 
union local's attitude toward travelers.  

To help minimize favoritism problems, the Division of Nuclear Construction will undertake 
a yearly Labor Relations audit to encourage the selection of the best qualified individuals.  
If there is evidence that union locals are applying undue pressure on travelers to prevent 
them from accepting positions they are offered, the issue will be taken to the Tennessee 
Valley Trades and Labor Council.  

To reduce the pressure placed on craft managers caused by their ties with a particular local, 
approval of foreman selections will be elevated to the General Construction Superintendent 
who will review all service evaluations of foreman candidates, looking specifically for a



disp6oportionate share of high perfinaace ratings for members of a local with jurisdiction.  
The General Coamtruction superintendent will also approve all specialty job selections.  
Finamly, Nuclear Construction will propose to the Labor Relations Staff that changes in the 
(i~ h z hy e negoriated to specifically prohiit interference by the local with 

jurisdiction in foreman selection, assignment of overtime, lay re ctions-in-force, and 
speciality job selection.  

This subcategory evaluated 13 issues raised by 252 concerns. Eight of the issues questioned 
whether personnel had met the estabished qualifications for a position; they addressed a 
perceived lack of technical expertise, working knowledge, educational qualifications, 
experience, written job descriptions, or managerial qualifications. Five issues questioned 
the adequacy of training. They addressed the need for procedure training and skill upgrade 
training. They also addressed specialized problems in apprenticeship training and General 
Employee Training (GET) testing. The majority of the concerns originated at Watts Bar 
Nuclear Plant 

Documents reviewed for the evaluations in this subcategory included General Agreements 
between TVA and various unions, TVA job descriptionsV WA policies and procedures, 
ANSI (American National Standards Institute) standards, issues coordinated through 
NUMARC (Nuclear Utility Management and Resource Committee), NUREGs (Nuclear 
Regulatory Guidelines), portions of the Code of Federal Regulations, Systematic 
AMessment of Licensee Performance (SALP) reports, INPO (Institute of Nudear Power 
Operations) reports, the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) for Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, 
TVA's Employee Information System for individual qualifications, and the Responsibility 
and Accountability Profile Plan (for Position Descriptions).  

Five of the eight issues on personnel qualifications addressed the qualifications of craft 
workers or their superv:sors. Issue 71701 contended that craft journeymen were not 
qualified or lacked the technical expertise to perform the tasks of the craft discipline for 
which they were hired. This issue was not substantiated. The evaluation showed that 
journeymen in the Division of Nuclear Construction met the minimum qualifications 
outlined for their positions on Form TVA-1. The evaluation also showed that journeymen 
craftsmen who work for operations or maintenance organizations at Watts Bar Nuclear 
Plant met the minimum qualifications written into the job descriptions for their positions.  

Issue 71702 contended that craft job assignments were made without consideration to 
education, training, or work experience. This issue was not substantiated. TVA staffs along 
jurisdictional lines and works employees according to the General Agrcm=nts with the 
various unions. Therefore, the unions are responsible for supplying "qualified* individuals 
to perform the work within a jurisdiction. There are no requirements or commitments for a 
level of education above sixth gr"id for craft journeymen.



lme 71703 contended that craft foremen lacked the technical expertise or the experience 
neeary to perform their jobs. This issue was not substantiated. The evaluation revealed 
that canmidats for foreman positions in the Division of Nudclear Construction undergo a 
review by the Construction Superintendent's Office of their work performance record, 
experience, and qualifications before the promotior is approved. Minimum qualifications 
for foremen in operations and maintenance are verified during the selection process 
required by the TVA Vacancy Announcement System. However, the evaluation revealed 
that the education qualifications (high school diploma or equivalent) are not always met by 
operation and maintenance foremen.  

Ibune 71704 contended that there was no written description of the duties of a foreman.  
This issue was not substantiated. Operations and maintenance foremen do have written job 
descriptions. Construction foreman positions do not have written descriptions, but there is 
no requirement that there should be written job descriptions for these positions.  

Issue 71705 contended that if general foremen were not from the craft they are assigned to 
supervise, they lacked the technical expertise to supervise that craft This issue was not 
substantiated Supervisory skill, not a particular craft background, is the primary 
requirement for selection as general foreman.  

The last three iues on personnel qualifications addressed the qualifications of engineers, 
engineering aides, and managers. Issue 71706 contended that engineers lacked working 
knowledge and qualifications. This issue was not substantiated. By agreement with the 
union representing engineers, TVA selects engineers through college recruitment, or selects 
the most qualified person for the position through the Vacancy Announcement System.  
Experience is one of the criteria used in the Vacancy Announcement process. New 
engineers work under the direction of a responsible engineer until competent to handle an 
assignment.  

Issue 71707 contended that engineering aides were assigned engineering work that is 
beyond their academic qualifications or experience. This issue was not substantiated. The 
evaluation found that engineering aides met the minimum educational qualifications for 
their position (a high school diploma). Because engineering aides have a variety of job 
classifications, it may be perceived that some are doing engineering work. However, all 
work performed is reviewed and approved by a qualified engineer.  

Issue 71708 contended that managers lacked the education, technical expertise, and skills to 
supervise employees. This issue was partially substantiated. Experience and education 
requirements set for managers in the Final Safety Analysis Report were met. Rather than 
rjceiving too little attention, technical knowledge sometimes pLyed too large a role in 
promotions into the management schedule while the ability to effectively direct people was 
overlooked. It was the lack of supervisory skills that was substantiated as a problem in this 
issue. Corrective action Las included the implementation of a mandatory 40-hour General
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Supervisory Training course in the Division of Nuclear CoMstruction and the programmai 
management training and g development actions that are described in the 
Category Ameament section of this report.  

Five issues were raised about TVA employee training. Issue 71709 contended that 
employees had not been given adequate or appropriate training to perform their assigned 
duties. This issue was substantiated for Division of Nuclear Construction, but not for the 
operating and maintenance organizations. TVA does provide an adequate procedures and 
upgrade training program for the operations and maintenance employees. However, 
procedural training for Nuclear Construction employees at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant was 
inadequate. Therefore, three instructors will be stationed permanently with Watts Bar 
Division of Nuclear Construction.  

Issue 71710 contended that management development and training were inadequate. This 
issue was substantiated. The problem existed throughout the Office of Nuclear Power. The 
extensive corrective action already taken or underway is discussed in the Category 
Assessment section of this report.  

Issue 71711 contended that apprenticeship training programs were inadequate. This issue 
was not substantiated. TVA's journeymen apprenticeship programs have been well 
structured and disciplined. However, the workforce reductions which the nuclear program 
has undergone in recent years has resulted in reductions in th, scale of the apprenticeship 
programs.  

Issue 71712 contended that training documentation was inadequate as was the quality of the 
training instructors. This issue was partially substantiated. Training records were not kept 
in a consistent way throughout the Office of Nuclear Power. Instructors for the operating 
and maintenance organizations were themselves adequately trained. Nuclear Construction, 
however, lacked qualified instructors, but corrective action was taken as described under 
issue 71709. Documentation of employee training will be handled for all Office of Nuclear 
Power organizations by adoption of the Nuclear Power Employee Training System (NETS).  

Issue 71713 contended that some employees were forced to take unnecessarily long and 
difficult tests while managers were sometimes allowed to cheat on the same tests. This issue 
was not substantiated. General employee tests are changed at least once a month or sooner 
if it is suspected that a copy has gotten out to future participants. Some comprehensive 
testing for certification may be perceived as "too long" but the length is necessary given the 
nature of the subject matter.  

SabcatmIry 71M8 - Fml=Wmeni 

This subcategory evaluated 21 issues raised by 254 concerns. The issues fell into groups 
concerned with the following job connected processes: reduction-in-force, suspension or 
termination, candidate selection, and vacancy announcement. Issues were also raised about 
supervisory evaluations and conflicts of interest. One final issue was formed of concerns
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lackng sufficient infcnmation for a finding. Although the majority of these issues were 
raied by concerned individuals at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, most of the issues have 
iiy inaom for all Office o Nuclear Power sites.  

The doanement review for the evaluations in this subcategory included those sections deaing 
with employment in the TVA s elMaL in the Articles of Agrment in the 

eralAgreement. and in the TVA la rtion MannL Also examined were the TVA 
Division of Personnels April 1977 "Concept Statement on Factor Point Method Job 
EvINation"; a memorandum on the Classification and Pay Review Task Force from the 
Chief of the Division of Personnel's Planning and Analysis Branch; reduction-in-force 
retention lists; suspension and termination notices; and various standard texts on 
conmpensation management, theory, and practice. Interviews were conducted with line 
managers, personnel officers, Division of Personnel representatives, and members of the 
Labor Relations Staff.  

For employment classification, employees at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant can be divided into 
three groups: Management, Salary Policy (non-management employees who receive a 
salary rather than an hourly wage), and Trades and Labor (those employees who receive an 
hourly wage). The Watts Bar Nuclear Plant personnel offices do not necessarily classify 
similar positions in the three groups identically. The two issues in this group addressed the 
accuracy and efficiency of Salary Policy and Trades and Labor classifications respectively.  
No concerns in this group questioned the management classifications.  

Issue 71801 contended that Salary Policy job classifications had inconsistencies in both the 
structure of the system and in the implementation of that structure. This issue was 
substantiated, but corrective action was initiated before this Task Group evaluation was 
undertaken. The Salary Policy classification system in use at the time this issue was raised 
was so conplicated it was not understood by employees or supervisors.  

The system's point factor method had not been extended to all classifications so there were 
inconsistencies in structure. Supervisors who best knew the jobs that had to be classified 
avoided as much as possible working with a system they did not understand. That left jobs 
to be classified by personnel officers who knew the system but were not as familiar as the 
supervisors with the makeup of particular jobs. This failure of the needed partnership 
between line supervisors and personnel officers led to more inconsistencies in the 
implementation of the system.  

The Division of Personnel is in the process of replacing the point factor classification system 
with the Hay System which more closely resembles systems used in private industry. It is 
based on a jo&-by-job quantitative assessment of how much a job contributes to the 
accomplishment of TVA's mission.
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Issue 71802 contended that there were no job descriptions for Trades and Labor workers 
and that work is often improperly assigned across boundaries. This issue was not 
substantiated. It is correct that there are few job descriptions for Trades and Labor workers.  
This is not a problem, however, because in most cases the nature of the work in a particular 
craft sufficiently describes a worker's job functions.  

The part of the issue focusing on craft boundary violations has iuuee answers depending on 
the nature of the perceived violation. If it is a jurisdictional dispute between craft unions, 
violations can be grieved through the grievance adjustment procedure of the General 
Agreement If the jurisdictional boundary of a craft includes more than one work area, 
TVA has the right to assign workers in that craft to any of those work areas. If the work 
assignment crossed jurisdictional boundaries between the General Ageement unions and 
Salary Policy employees, jurisdiction is settled by the Director of Labor Relations.  

In the second case presented above no problem existed; in the first and third cases 
corrective machinery was already in place. Therefore, no additional corrective action was 
necessary.  

There were seven issues dealing with reductions-in-force and layoffs. A layoff of employees 
refers to the release of temporary workers with less than one year of current continuous 
service. A reduction-in-force is the release of workers with more than one year of current 
continuous service. Both layoffs and reductions-in-force are implemented in accordance 
with Federal law and regulations and with the negotiated agreements between TVA and the 
craft unions and between TVA and Policy Salary workers.  

Issue 71803 contended that TVA's procedures for implementing layoffs and 
reduction-in-force were unfair. This issue was not substantiated. The evidence discovered 
during this evaluation, particularly TVA's record in appeals and grievances, clearly indicated 
that TVA is properly administering the layoffs and reduction-in-force.  

Issue 71804 contended that TVA acted improperly in not maintaining the previous 
one-to-one ratio of welder to steamfitter releases in the last layoff/reduction-in-force in 
1985. This issue was not substantiated. There is no requirement or procedure that says 
these two craft positions must be released on a one-to-one basis.  

Issue 71805 contended that an employee was not allowed to view the 
layoff/reduction-in-force retention list that affected that employee. Insufficient evidence 
was available to followup on the specific incident alleged. However, as an issue the 
contention was not substantiated. The evaluation showed that the TVA Personnel Manual 
requires that such lists be made available and that such lists are normally open for viewing 
by affected employees at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant personnel offices.
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bane 7186 acontended that it was improper to reassign foremen and instructors to 
journeymes jobs if their jobs were eliminated in a reductioin-forc This issue was not 

hbarnti-aed. TVA was following provisions in the Gnel Ag ment in allowing 
fAorsen and instructors to exercise their reaignment right.  

bime 7107 contended that personnel in manag ment and engineering should have been 
diciplined for an error that caused another employee to be temporarily laid off (*dogged 
of). Tis issue w not substantiated becausenot not eough information was available to 
determine how many employees were "dogged off" how serious the errors were, who 
aommitted them, or if the errors warranted disciplinary action as the concerned employee 

sugested The concerned employee is invited to restate the concern to the Employee 
Concern Program.  

Isme 71808 questioned the hiring of new steamfitters by Watts Bar Nuclear Plant 
permanent plant organizations while Nuclear Construction at Watts Bar was laying off 
steamfitters. There was no violation of procedure in this case because the personnel 
involved were in two separate co;petitive areas. Neverthetess, the issue was substantiated.  
The problem could have been avoided by better communication between the organiations 
involved. As a result of this evaluation, a Nuclear Procedure System Standard will be issued 
to require the exchange of information between organizations having surplus employees and 
organizations who are hiring.  

Issue 71809 contended thit it was improper to retain fitter-welders who had failed their 
recertification test while certified welders were being reduced-in-force. The issue was not 

stantiated. The fitter-welders who were not certified at the time of the 
reduction-in-force were retained because they had higher retention standing than some of 
the certified welders. This was not a violation of the reduction-in-force procedures since 
construction management has determined that fitter-welders in the same competition level 
regardless of their current certification standing.  

Fitter-welders who have temporarily lost their certification are assigned other duties in the 
classificaton and do not perform any welding functions until they are recertified. The two 
alternatives to the present way of handling the situation would be to automatically reclassify 
fitter-welders who lose their certification or to terminate them for not meeting the 
qualifications of the job. Construction management considers both alternatives to be 
impractical. They believe the first could possibly be manipulated by employees to better 
tbheir retention standing at the time of a reduction and that the second alternative is too 
harsh since the decertification is correctable.  

Three issues were raised about the suspension and termination processes. Issue 71810 
contended that inadequate coordination existed between managers and personnel officers 
before action was taken. The issue was not substantiated. The personnel officers for both 
Nuclear Construction and the permanent plant personnel offices at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant
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felt that they were kept adejur.tIy informed by irne managers. Labor Relations Staff and 
Office of the General Counsel representatives cuirmed that it is the personnel officers 
wbo are their primary contacts for supnintrination actions.  

Issue 71811 contended that some disciplinary actions (suspensions or terminations) were 
not fair or supportable. This issue was not sbtantiated. Evidence such as TVA's high 
mccas rate in defending its actions in the grievance adjustment process and in the Merit 
System Protection Board complaint process argues that while isolated cases of disciplinary 
action may not be supportable, overall TVA's disciplinary actions are justified.  

Issue 71812 contended that TVA's disciplinary process was slow and cumbersome. This 
issue was not substantited. The extensive review process for disciplinary action can 
sometimes appear lengthy and repetitive, but it strengthens the accuracy and fairness of 
disciplinary action.  

There were three issues on internal selection and promotions. These three issues attracted 
by far the most concerns in this subcategory (114). The three issues addresced in turn how 
selection and promotion processes affected the three major employee classifications: Salary 
Policy, Trades and Labor, and Management 

Issue 71813 contended that selection and promotion of Salary Policy employees was unfair.  
This issue was not substantiated. The evaluation determined that managers did follow an 
established process for Salary Policy selection. Promotion and transfer selections cannot be 
arbitrary or capricious in ignoring qualifications listed in the vacancy announcement. If an 
employee believes that a supervisor's selection was arbitrary or capricious, the employee 
may file a grievance for not being selected.  

Isue 71814 contended that Trade and Labor selections and promotions were unfair. This 
issue was not substantiated for the permanent plant Trades and Labor work force because 
permanent plant organizations have written guidelines to follow in filling vacancies for 
Trades and Labor annual positions.  

This evaluation could not substantiate the uniairness of the Division of Nuclear 
Construction's Trades and Labor selection and promotion process. However, Nuclear 
Construction's lack of formal procedures, taken together with insufficient documentation of 
the basis for a supervisor's judgment, make it difficult to dispel perceptions of favoritism.  

Additionally, while this evaluation was inconclusive in determining favoritism in Nuclear 
Construction selections and promotions, the Labor Relations Subcategory Report (Issue 
71600) did find instances of favoritism. That report reviewed the Trades and Labor foreman 
selection process from a labor relations standpoint and determined that pressures exerted 
by the union locals with jobsite jurisdiction influenced the foreman selection process.  
Consequently, corrective action was initiated as a result of the evaluation.
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bsue 71815 contended that management selection and promotion was unfair. While 
evalution could not subtantiate this issue, neither could it refuite the contention. There 
were no written procedures or policies for selecting or promoting individuals into 
managemcnt positions in Nuclear Construction or the pemanent plant organizations at 
Wantts Bar Nuclear Plant. It was the practice of both to select individuals on the basis of 
merit and efficiency. Those candidates selected had to meet the qualifications for the 
position. Recommended selections did go through a review process to ensure that job 
qualifications were met.  

However, because there were no written procedures for selection and promotion, 
management was the hardest of the three employment categories to conclusively defend 
against charges of favoritism. Two kinds of corrective action taken independently of this 
Task Group evaluation should help remedy the situation.  

First, the quality of the selection and promotion process in all three employee categories 
will be enhanced by a new mandaroy 3-day managerial skills course called Orientation to 
Nuclear Supervision (OTNS). One segment of this course, and of the Supervisors 
Handhbnk that goes with the course, is "Selecting the Right Person for the Job." This 
segment trains managers on: 

(1) How TVA's selection process works 

(2) How to prepare for the selection process 

(3) How to conduct interviews 

(4) How to make a hiring decision: six decisionmaking steps are outlined 

The segment and Handhook not only provide consistent guidelines for selecting the most 
qualified candidate, but they also provide details on how to properly document and justify 
the decision.  

Second, in a measure aimed specifically at the Management selection and promotion 
process, a procedure (0902.01.03) has been put in place by Nuclear Personnel to require 
that selections and promotions for M-5 through M-7 positions be reviewed by a corporate 
level Management Review Board. This procedure also requires that each division and site 
establish a similar Management Review Board to review and approve M-l to M-4 selections 
and promotions within the division or site.  

Issue 71816 was raised on the vacancy announcement process. It contended that positions 
were being filled before a vacancy announcemer.t was posted. This issue was not 
substantiated. The evaluation found no evidence that positions were being filled without 
the posting of vacancy announcements or that positions were filled before a vacancy
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announcement was posted. However, positions can be filled by requesting a waiver from the 
appropriate union, or announcements may be removed by another employee. In such cases, 
the employee may perceive that IVA has filled the psition illegally.  

To ensure that all position annxhtcements are available to all employees, the Watts Bar 
Nuclear Plant Employment Office will maintain for employee viewing, a copy of all vacancy 
position announcements

Two issues were raised about the service review system (form TVA 77) for the hourly 
Trades and Labor employees. Issue 71817 contended that a particular craft general foreman 
was giviqg all the employees he evaluated a "satisfactory and averag." rating whether he 
observed their work or not. This issue was not substantiated. The Labor Relations Staff 
reviewed the form IVA 77 of all employees terminated in a recent reduction-in-force and 
found that the ratings were evenly distributed. No general foreman gave all "satisfactory and 
average" ratings to his employees.  

Issue 71818 contended that a general foreman completing a form WVA 77 knew the 
employee only three weeks. The issue was not substantiated. The situation described in the 
concern did occur, but the practice of obtaining input from the previous general foreman 
allows for a fair evaluation. In addition, if an employee does not agree with the service 
rating, the employee may file a grievance 

Two issues were raised concerning conflicts of interest Issue 71819 contended that WVA 
would be in violation of Federal codes if TVA hired contract managers who could use their 
positions to award contracts to their affiliate companies. The issue was not substantiated.  
An outside law firm nired to review the conflict of interest issue found that neither WVA's 
Board of Directors nor WVA contract managers violated any criminal laws. Nevertheless, a 
perception of conflict of interest could have oeen created to some. Therefore, WVA has 
made organizational and personnel changes and issued guidelines t" loaned managers for 
the purpose of eliminating any appearance of a conflict of interest Where appropriate, 
these changes have been coordinated with the U.S. Office of Government Ethics.  

Issue 71820 contended that the hiring of former NRC officials by TVA created a potential 
conflict of interest. This issue was not substantiated. However, these hirings rould have 
created a perception of a conflict of interest to some. Therefore, an office policy on the 
hiring of former NRC employees was established. This policy placed some restrictions on 
the hiring of former NRC employees for certain positions and placed limitations on the 
duties of former NRC employees hired by TVA.  

Issue 71821 grouped five miscellaneous concerns that contained insufficient detail to enable 
the evaluator to determine a finding. If the concerned individuals do not feel their concerns 
have been answered elsewhere in the Special Program, they are invited to restate their 
concerns to the Employee Concerns Special Program.
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SuImmta~! 719U - Pmy

This ubcaegory evaluated 10 issues raised by 66 concerns. The pay issues raised by 
employees formed four groups: (1) the Salary Policy Merit Pay Plan, (2) the comparability 
of TVA salaries, (3) the Management Schedule pay plan, and (4) pay and pay check 
distribution policies.  

Among the documents reviewed for this subcategory were the following The Articles of 
Apmemnt the Geneal A ement (Construction Employment), GeneraLA rent 
(Annual Operation and Maintenance Employees), TVA Code M Pay (Salary Policy), TVA 
Code m PAY (Trades and Labor), Red Circled Employee's Transition Plan, Personnel 
Manual Instruction-Pay (Salary Policy Represented Employees), Division of Nuclear 
Construction-Revised Merit Pay Plan for Represented Salary Policy Employees, TVA 
Management Pay Plan, TVA Instruction m Service Report (TVA Form 3031), and the 
American Society for Personnel Administratnr's Handbook of Personnel and Industrial 
Relations and rmpensatin Adminisrationn 

Thirteen interviews were conducted for this subcategory, eight of which were on the subject 
of merit pay. Those interviewed included the Chief of the Research and Analysis Branch in 
the Division of Personnel, the Division of Persoanel Officer for the Division of Nuclear 
Construction, personnel officers for Watts Bar and Sequoyab Nuclear Plants, and the 
Supervisor of the Negotiations Support Staff of the Labor Relations Staff.  

Salary Policy employees are those non-management personnel who are paid a salary rather 
than an hourly wage. The intent of the Salary Policy Merit Plan is to reward employees for 
meritorious performance. Four issues were raised concerning the Salary Policy Merit Plan.* 

Issue 71901 contended that there was favoritism in Salary Policy Merit Pay Awards because 
the same employees received the merit awards each year and that those who got the awards 
were not the most deserving. This issue was not substantiated. A comparison of lists of 
employees granted awards for two recent years did not support the contention that the same 
employees received the awards each year. However, while the evaluation did not find 
evidence to support the charge that the most deserving do not get the awards, it did find that 
53 percent of all Salary Policy Merit Awards lacked adequate documentation.  

NOTE: On January 21, 1988 subsequent to the preparation and submittal of 
Subcategory 71900, Pay, TVA and the Salary Policy Employee Panel reached an 
agreement to replace the merit pay plan with a satisfactory service within-grade 
progression plan.
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Merit awards will always depend to some extent on the judgment of the reviewing manager.  
Neverteeuin, the lack of docMiPentation puts managers in a difficult position. Charges of 
"office politics' in the distribution of merit awards are hard to put to rest if no 

dumentato exists by which to justify award decisions. Consequently, a survey of all 
merit award documentation will be conducted by the Nuclear Personnel Staff. The results 
of the survey will be forwarded to the Manager of Nuclear Power, who will assess those 
results and require corrective action from division directors/staff manager wher necessary 
to ensumre adequate merit award documentation. The transmittal memorandum to the 
division directors/staff managers of the survey results will stress the importance of and 
correlation between adequate merit award documentation and an objectively and fairly 
administered merit pay plan.  

Issue 71902 questioned the adequacy of Merit Plan funding on two counts: that the Merit 
Plan had a fixed budget and that the level of funding was not sufficient. This issue was not 
substantiated. A fixed budget for meri. plans is consistent with industry practice. Criteria 
for what constitutes "sufficient" or "adequate* funding of Merit Plan could not be discovered.  
Since the Merit Plan was started in 1981, TVA has had a merit budget that was equal to 
26-30 percent of the dollar amount necessary to give all eligible employees a full merit 
increase. This means that 3 out of 10 eligible employees could receive a full increase or a 
higher number could be awarded merit with smaller per person increases.  

Issue 71903 contended that Merit Award criteria were unclear. This issue was substantiated, 
but corrective action was initiated prior to this Task Group evaluation. Interviews with 
those exiting TVA jobs indicated that many employees at all levels of TVA were unaware of 
what the standards of performance for their jobs had been. The interviews also revealed 
that supervisors were not providing sufficient periodic feedback to their employees on how 
the employees were performing.  

All Office of Nuclear Power managers and supervisors are now required to complete a 
3-day managerial skills course called Orientation to Nuclear Supervision (OTNS). One 
segment of this course had been designed to improve the ability of managers and 
supervisors to give employees consistent and regular feedback on employee job 
performance. In I n the course and the Supervisor's Handhnnk that goes with the course, 
this segment is called Managing Individual Performance.  

Issue 71904 contended that Merit Awards should be grievable through the Grievance 
Adjustment rrocedure. This issue was not substantiated, but corrective action will be taken 
to establisi an informal appeals procedure. TVA and the Salary Policy Employee Panel 
(which ne otiates for Salary Policy employees) agreed that merit awards would not be 
subject to challenge through the Grievance Adjustment Procedure. However, TVA 
recognize. the importance of its employees' having an avenue to question management as to 
why they Jid not receive merit awards. Therefore, an informal complaint procedure will be 
implemen'ed in all Office of Nuclear Power organizations.
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Ibue 71905 contended that the pay rates of Salary Policy employees were lower than those 
of employees doing comparable work outside IVA. This issue was not substantiated for 
Salary Policy jotB as a whole. TVA determines pay levels for Salary Policy employees by 
conducting, throughout the Tennessee Valley region, a survey of key classes of work found 
in industry.  

The evaluation revealed that for the most part the survey is meeting its objective of keeping 
TVA's salaries competitive. However, the survey has difficulty in keeping up with industry 
treads for some jobs that are strongly affected by supply and demand pressures because one 
job classification cannot dictate the salary setting process for the entire salary schedule in 
which it is included. Two examples of this dilemma are Health Physic Technicians and 
Radiological Chemist Laboratory Analysts. For several years recently, these two positions 
were commanding higher salaries in private industry than TVA was paying. However, the 
1986 survey showed that TVA pay rates are once again competitive for these positions.  

Issue 71906 questioned bonuses and pay increases for TVA Office of Nuclear Power 
managers. The issue had three contentions: (1) Managers received bonuses merely for 
getting work done on time; (2) Managers were reviewed for their proficiency at reducing the 
volume of corrective actions documents (eg., audit findings, nonconformance reports, etc.); 
(3) Top IVA managers should not be given pay increases since they have already proven 
themselves incompetent.  

This issue was not substantiated. WVA managers do not receive bonuses for the completion 
of assignments. Their job performance review does not consider the reduction of the 
volume of corrective acuon documents. Not all top managers are being considered for pay 
raises, although key executive positions are underpaid by industry standards and TVA is 
considering ways of correcting that problem.  

Three issues were raised over pay and paycheck distribution policies. Issue 71907 
contended that employees at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, under special circumstances such as 
illnesses or family vacations, should have been able to get their paychecks earlier than 
Friday at end of shift. This issue was substantiated, but corrective action was taken prior to 
this Task Group evaluation. WVA policy does permit employees to get checks early.  
However, during the timeframe of this issue, Nuclear Construction at Watts Bar Nuclear 
Plant had another policy that made it difficult to get checks early. That policy was changed.  
Getting checks early has not been a problem for personnel in other Watts Bar Nuclear Plant 
organizations.  

Issue 71908 contended that personnel in the Division of Nuclear Construction could call the 
Payroll Department and request information regarding the amounts of payrolls. This issue 
was not substantiated. The evaluation revealed that payroll information is released only to 
authorized personnel.
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Issue 71909 contended that TVA should have checks for all money owed ready for laid off 
employees on the last day of workL This issue was not substantiated. TVA has never 
promised that immediate paymet of final compensation could be made on the last day of 
workL After TWA employees terminate their jobs for any reason, the Comptrollers Office 
needs three to four weeks to determine all monies owed (anmial leave, severance pay, etc.).  

[mue 71910 grouped 16 concerns which were evaluated a presenting insufficient 
information to allow a finding or in some caes to determine the issue that the concerned 
individual wished to raise. In such caes the concerned individual is invited to restate the 
concern to the Office of Nudear Power's Employee Concern Program.  

This subeategory evaluated 8 issues raised by 22 concerns. The issues addressed alledged 
inaccuracy in employee records, the keeping of "secret records," and the misuse of employee 
records. TVA's official record on employees is the PHR (personnel history record) that is 
maintained in Knoxville by the TVA Division of Personnel. PHR "field files" are 
maintained in the office of the employee's division personnel offic"r or, in the case of 
Trades and Labor employees, in the office of the employee's project personnel officer or 
area employment officer. Other files on employees are maintained by supervisors or by administrative officers acting for a group of supervisors. Supervisors also have the option of 
maintaining personal notes to serve as memory joggers.  

Documents reviewed for the evaluations in this subcategory included the Privacy Act of 
1974, the Office of Management and Budget Guidelines which implement the Act, portions 
of the TVA Code and Instructions on employee records, and TVA's two most recent annual 
Privacy Act reports to the Office of Management and Budget Earlier employee concerns 
investigations and reports by the Project Manager's Office at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant and 
by the Office of Employee Relations were also reviewed.  

Nine person-to-person and two telephone interviews were conducted. Those interviewed 
included the lead personnel officers for the Division of Nuclear Construction, the Watts Bar 
Project Manager's Office, and the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant Personnel Office. Records 
inspected included the grievance log in the Construction Management Assistant's office at 
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, lop of warning letters. Trades and Labor personnel files, paper 
copy personnel files in the Watts Bar Project Manager's Personnel Office, and microfiche 
PHRs in both the Watts Bar Project Personnel Office and in the Division of Nuclear 
Construction Personnel Office.  

Two issues were raised about the keeping or misuse of "secret records." Issue 72001 
contended that management kept "secret" personnel records which employees could not 
review. This issue was not substantiated, but corrective action was taken for a problem 
discovered as a result of this evaluation. No evidence was found of "secret" personnel files 
in any of the personnel offices at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant. However, while this issue was 
not substantiated in its narrow sense, the evaluation did reveal a problem.
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The records of Trades and Labor employees which were kept in the Cntuto 
Sue MMit MA --~ Office and some other paper field files were not consistently made 
available to employees to the extent required by the Privacy Act. The cams was a lack of 
understaidlng of the provisions of the Act on the part of those in charge of the files. To 
crrect, q this problem, the new Supenisnel Hondk has included an explanation to 

suerisrsof the reqirem Ut of the Privacy Act and inistructions on how to maintain 
rcrsin comnliance with the Act.  

Additionally, an articl was published in the January 6,1987 issue of Iaaide TV (Volume 8, 
No. 1) providing to employees a detailed description of their rights to examine their 
personnel records.  

Issue 72002 was the other "secret records" issue. It contended that personal notes were kept 
by supervisors. This issue was not sbtniedbecause a supervisor is allowed to keep 
notes that are not subject to employee review as long as the notes are not circulated or used 
to support a personnel action. Indeed the keeping of such "nemory jogger' notes is a 
recommended TVA practice. However, the new Su&z oe rHsndbmi includes an 
explanation of the limitations described above on such note taking along with its explanation 
of employee's rights to review their personnel records.  

Three issues were raised concerning questions about flawed personnel records. Issu- ~'"2003 
contended that the field files could contain inaccurate or out-of-date records and that 
determinations made on the basis of such records were unfair. T~he issue was partially 

susantiated, but corrective action was initiated before this Task Group evaluation was 
completed. A number of safeguards protect against the transfer of outdated or faulty data 
from Trades and Labor field files to the permanent personnel history records. However, 
employees are not always informed of changes to their personnel files and six-month letters 
of reprimand were not being removed from the Trades and Labor files in the Office of 
Construction Superintendent at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant. To correct this problem Watts 
Bar Nuclear Plant management initiated a project to remove from the Trades and Labor 
files all six-month warning letters issued before July 1983.  

Issue 72004 contended that Trades and Labor files disappeared from the Construction 
Superintendent's Office at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant. This issue was not substantiated. No 
evidence was found to indicate that Trades and Labor files had disappeared. The routine 
Division of Nuclear Construction practice is to maintain Trades and Labor files for at least 
as long ab the construction proiect continues.  

Issue 72005 contended that personnel files contained an eligibility code which could conflict 
with the evaluation of an employee for rehire. This issue was not substantiated. The 
eligibility code does not serve the same purpose as performance ratings. Therefore, the 
differences between them do not constitute inconsistencies in the system. The eligibility 
code indicates whether an applicant for re-employment must be re-evaluated for 
compliance with security and suitability criteria. Employment restrictions indicated by the
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eligibility code may stem from statutory, negotiated, or other requirements, as well as from 
ratings on employee evaluations and, therefore, could be inconsistent with conclusions 
drawn from performance ratip a'one, but in such cases the employment restrictions take 

ise 72006 contended that information in personnel records was misused to keep track of 
hbisleblowers or otherwise track employee activities. This issue was not substantiated 

No evidence of such misuse of employee records was found during this evaluation.  

Issue 72007 contended that unauthorized access to the personnel records of an employee 
was allowed. The issue was not substantiated because the information available to the Task 
Group was not sufficient to allow a finding to be made. The concerned individual is invited 
to restate the concern to the Office of Nuclear Power's Employee Concern Program.  

Issue 72008 contended that management falsified documents in personnel records. This 
issue was not substantiated because the information available to the Task Group was not 
sufficient to allow a finding to be made. The concerned individuals are invited to restate the 
concern to the Office of Nuclear Power's Employee Concern Program.  

SL- stai.r 721M - Vatarmas' Prethrme 

This subcategory evaluated 11 issues raised by 44 concerns. Five issues, containing a large 
majority of the employee concerns in this subcategory, contended that TVA inadequately 
implemented the preference due regula; and disabled veterans. Another six issues raised 
miscellaneous questions affecting veterans.  

The documents reviewed for this subcategory included the veterans' preference portions of 
the edrl P nnl Manual and the TVA Personnel MemnaL and those portions of the 
TVA's GnraLAgreAment and the TVA Artil of Agreement that deal with veterans' 
preference as it affects Trades and Labor and Salary Policy employees. Also examined were 
the Merit System Protection Board's appeal procedure and various TVA job application 
forms and job requisition forms, retention lists, and employee information handouts.  
Thirty-three interviews were conducted, 17 in person and 16 by phone, to verify how 
requirements and criteria were applied.  

The basic contention in the first five issues was that veterans of the American armed 
services and DAVs (Disabled American Veterans, that is, veterans who are more than 10 
percent disabled from a service-connected injury or illness) were not given by TVA the 
preference over nonveterans that the Veterans' Preference Act of 1944 requires. The 
Office of Personnel Management regulations implementing the act requires that TVA give 
preference to veterans in initial appointments and in reductions-in-force.  

Some concerned employees contributing to this subcategory felt that veterans should 
receive preference in a number of other situations. However, the Veterans' Preference Act 
does not provide for preference in any of the following: A veteran is not given preference
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ver a noneteran for a TVA job if both are already TVA employees. Nor does a veteran 
rece preferece in promaotio in layoffs under negotiated labor agreements, in transfers, 
or in the assignment of overtime. A Hidhofr Verara has been prepared to provide 
information on tbe correct application of eterans' preference at TVA. It is being made 
available to TVA managers, employees, and applicants for TVA employmen 

Isue 72101 contended that veterans' preference was inadequately implemented in hiring 
and rehiring at TVA. The ie issue was not ubstantiated. The evidence did not show conscious 
or premeditated non-preference for undisabhled veterans or DAVs. However, improvement 
is needed in the hiring of DAVs: the percentage of DAVs employed by TVA is below the 
average of other Federal agencies To correct this situation, TVA is taking a number of 
steps to increase the effectiveness of its efforts to recruit and hire DAVs, perhaps the most 
significant of these steps is the creation of a Manager of Veterans' Affairs position.  

Issue 72101 contended that veterans were not given the required preference in transfers.  
This issue was not substantiated because veterans' preference does not apply to transfers.  

Issue 72103 contended that veterans were not given the required preference in retention 
decision. This issue was not substantiated. The evaluation found that TVA, is for the most 
part, applying veterans' preference correctly in retention decisions. Veterans' preference 
applies to reductions-in-force but not in layoffs. Some division personnel officers 
interviewed did not appear to understand how to handle military retirees in 
reductions-in-force. However, no cases of incorrectly reduced-in-force military retirees 
were discovered. Nevertheless, the TVA Personnel Manual will be updated to include the 
latest information on preference for military retirees and to explain the retention grouping 
of 30 percent or more DAVs.  

Issue 72104 contended that job reclassification and security clearance requirements have 
been used to give favored nonveterans an unfair advantage over veterans in layoffs, 
reductions-in-force, and hiring. The issue was not substantiated. The evaluation revealed 
that rules preventing such abuse are in place and are enforced.  

Issue 72105 contended that TVA was not doing enough to recruit and hire DAVs. This 
issue was partially substantiated. TVA does have an affirmative action program for DAVs 
which has had successes. However, the percentage of DAVs in the TVA work forr- ik still 
well below the average for Federal agencies.  

Some division personnel officers do not understand the type of preference to give DAVs in 
hiring. The TVA Eersonnl Manual has been updated to clarify that point. The recently 
appointed Manager of Veterans' Affairs will now spearhead the continua.rg effort at 
increasing opportunities for DAVs at TVA.
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Issue 72106 contended that retired veterans were treated as non-veterans. The evaluation 
revealed no situations in which retired veterans were improperly reduced-in-force.  
Therefore, the isue was not substantiated. Nevertheless, as a result of this evaluation, the 
TVA Prnnnel MMnal will be updated to address how veterans' preference is to be 
applied to military retirees.  

baue 72107 contended that veterans preference was unfair to nonveteran. This issue was 
not sustantiated. Proper application of veterans' preference is a matter of law. Improper 
application of veterans' preference can be addressed by nonveterans through a number of 

rievance procedure avenues.  

Issue 72108 contended that veterans wv.-e discriminated against in TVA's layoff policy 
because they were not allowed to apply for vacancy announcement positions during the 30 
day waiting period on being called back to work. This issue was not substantiated because 
neither veterans or nonveterans are allowed to apply during the 30 day period.  

Issue 72109 contended that openings in the permanent plant organizations at Watts Bar 
Nuclear Plant were only posted in the permanent plant areas, not in the nuclear 
construction areas, and were therefore filled before veterans were aware of them. The issue 
was dot substantiated because a veteran has the same chance to find the announcement as a 
nonveteran. However, the overall fairness of the vacancy announcement process is also 
evaluated in issue 71816 in the Employment Subcategory Report.  

Issue 72110 co"terIed that veterans have been denied access to the labor grievance process 
by not having te* -'- -ance filling time limits fully explained to them. The issue was not 
ubstantiated because veterans and nonveterans alike faced the same problem. The 

problem was that not enough copies of the General Agrmant were available. However, it 
has been negotiated that each employee (hourly and annual) will get the appropriate copy of 
th General Agreem t 

Issue 72111 contended that application forms for TVA employment did not ask if the 
applicant is a veteran. This issue was not substantiated. The only application form that does 
3ot ask the applicant for information on veterans' status is form TVA 9824, Employee 
Application for Announced Vacancy Position. This is the application form that TVA 
employeex mmplete when they are applying to transfer to a vacant TVA position. Since 

: ..'....,-.. ' .. " r;...'. :, it is no necessary to ask applicants about their 
veteran. ... s.
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